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Executive summary 
Shellfsh reefs are complex, intertidal or subtidal three-
dimensional living structures which are formed by 
dense clusters of living bivalves (predominantly oysters 
and mussels). In Australia, it is estimated that 99% of 
natural shellfsh reefs are ‘functionally extinct’. In NSW, 
oyster and mussel populations still exist in most bays 
and estuaries but at very low densities compared to the 
pre-European period. 

The loss of natural shellfsh reefs and the ecosystems 
services they once provided continues to contribute 
to the decline in health of coastal waterways; reducing 
water quality and signifcantly impacting coastal and 
marine biodiversity. Shellfsh reef restoration (SRR) has 
been prioritised in the NSW Marine Estate Management 
Strategy (MEMS, marine.nsw.gov.au/strategy-
implementation) in recognition of these ongoing impacts. 

SRR is a new and developing environmental rehabilitation  
practice in Australia. With this novelty comes a need  
to collate advice designed to facilitate restoration  
projects. This document has been assembled to provide  
information to support SRR works in the Australian state  
of New South Wales (NSW), with a specifc focus on  
substrate-limited (‘unseeded’), intertidal Sydney rock  
oyster (Saccostrea glomerata) reef restoration activities.  
Web links and references to restoration guidelines  
compiled by others have been included throughout the  
document to assist practitioners.   

A case study undertaken in Port Stephens, NSW during 
2019-2020 is used to outline the planning, consultation, 
licensing, and implementation considerations required 
to complete Bindayimaguba Ninang and Garuwaguba 
Ninang (Pindimar’s Oysters and Karuah’s Oysters), 
the frst large-scale intertidal Sydney rock oyster reef 
restoration project in NSW. 

The Review of Environmental Factors (REF) developed 
in the project planning phase of the Port Stephens 
project has been included as an appendix. This REF 
is provided to further illustrate the pathway that 
this specifc project followed to meet its regulatory 
obligations. 

Left: Image Shane Chalker 
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Background 
1.1 Shellfsh Reef Habitat and 
Ecosystem Services 
Shellfsh reefs are complex, intertidal or subtidal three-
dimensional living structures which are formed by 
dense clusters of living bivalves (predominantly oysters 
and mussels). 

Shellfsh reefs can occur on soft sediments or rocky  
areas; as low-profle beds or as high-profle reefs. Native  
reef-forming shellfsh species in NSW include Sydney  
rock oyster (Saccostrea glomerata), Angasi oyster (Ostrea  
angasi) commonly known as fat oyster, leaf oyster  
(Isognomon ephippium), pearl oyster (Pinctada albina  
sugillata), blue mussel (Mytilus (edulis) galloprovincialis) 
and hairy mussel (Trichomya hirsuta).  

Shellfsh reefs are a distinct ecological community 
which provide a wide range of ecosystem services to 
coastal communities. The complex structural habitat 
they create supports many other marine species 
including other molluscs and crustaceans as well as 
commercially and recreationally important fsh species. 

Another key beneft shellfsh reefs can provide is  
shoreline protection through wave energy attenuation.  
This breakwater like reduction in wave energy reduces  
sediment resuspension and enhances sediment  
deposition. The creation of more stable estuarine  
conditions facilitates the growth of other marine habitats  
such as seagrass meadows and saltmarsh areas.  

Sometimes referred to as“the kidneys of our coastline”,  
shellfsh reefs also provide critical water fltration services  
improving water clarity which further encourages the  
growth of marine plants such as seagrass. Shellfsh reefs  
also improve water quality and drive benthic productivity  
by fltering phytoplankton biomass from the water  
column and excreting shellfsh waste into surrounding  
sediments, a process known as“benthic-pelagic coupling”  
(Coen et al 2007). This process drives large increases in  
the diversity and abundance of invertebrate assemblages  
around oyster reefs which translates to increased fsh  
species diversity and abundance in turn. 

1.2 Loss of Shellfsh Reefs 
Australia’s coastal environments have changed 
considerably since European arrival. The cumulative 
efects of increasing urbanisation, industrialisation 
and land use intensifcation coupled with outbreaks of 
oyster disease have decimated natural shellfsh reefs. 

In Australia, it is estimated that 99% of natural shellfsh 
reefs are ‘functionally extinct’. The loss of this ecological 
community is not confned to Australian waters. 
Globally over 85% of shellfsh reefs have been lost 
or severely degraded making them the world’s most 
degraded marine ecosystem (Beck et al. 2011). 

In NSW, oyster and mussel populations still exist in 
most bays and estuaries but at very low densities 
compared to the pre-European period. 

As identifed in the NSW Marine Estate Management 
Authority’s Threat and Risk Assessment (TARA) 
(marine.nsw.gov.au/marine-estate-programs/threat-
and-risk-assessment) natural shellfsh reefs (see 
subtidal rocky reef environmental asset) still face 
considerable pressure from several contemporary 
threats. These include climate change impacts such as 
sea temperature rise and ocean acidifcation as well 
as impacts from land use intensifcation resulting in 
stormwater and agricultural runof impacts. 

The loss of natural shellfsh reefs and the ecosystems 
services they once provided continues to contribute 
to the decline in health of coastal waterways; reducing 
water quality and signifcantly impacting coastal and 
marine biodiversity. SRR has been prioritised in the 
MEMS (marine.nsw.gov.au/strategy-implementation/ 
water-quality-and-litter) in recognition of these 
ongoing impacts. 
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Right: In the late 1800s mudworm disease, along with unsustainable 
harvesting and sedimentation decimated many natural subtidal 
oyster beds throughout NSW estuaries. The combined impact of 
these threats was thought to have permanently destroyed all those 
of the Angasi oyster. However, in late 2020 a NSW DPI Fisheries team 
made the exciting discovery of a small number of healthy live Angasi 
on a relic subtidal reef in Merimbula Estuary. Image Jillian Keating
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Above: Thick with life - Sydney rock oysters growing on remnant reefs in Port Stephens. Image Charlotte Jenkins 

1.3 Shellfsh Reef Restoration 
SRR has the potential to deliver many benefts to an 
estuary and the coastal community it supports, including: 

• Enhanced biodiversity and abundance of key 
recreational and commercial fsh species 

• Reduced nutrient loading to slow or reverse estuary 
eutrophication 

• Improved water quality via shellfsh flter-feeding 
activity 

• Enhanced estuary resilience through climate change 
mitigation and adaptation 

• Enhanced recreational and passive tourism 
opportunities 

• Increased jobs, boosting local economies 

• Positive community engagement and enhanced 
social licence 

The aim of SRR is to support the growth and reproduction 
of a target shellfsh species, creating a self-sustaining 
complex ecosystem with all the attributes of a natural 
shellfsh reef. SRR can be categorised based on whether 
the estuary in need of restoration is either ‘recruitment 
limited’ or ‘substrate limited’, or both (Brumbaugh & Coen, 
2009). Recruitment-limited environments have insufcient 
wild broodstock of the target species to naturally colonise 
any potential reef structure in the system. Whereas 
substrate-limited environments have all the signs of 
enough wild broodstock naturally reproducing in the 
system (e.g. heavily encrusted seawalls and jetty pylons), 
which could support reef restoration but have insufcient 
reef structure for the target juvenile shellfsh to settle 
upon. Substrate limitation is believed to be a primary 
barrier to natural Sydney rock oyster reef recovery in many 
NSW estuaries. 

For recruitment-limited sites, a seeded SRR method 
is used to encourage the colonisation of the target 
shellfsh species on the new reef. This technique involves 
the placement or ‘seeding’ of hatchery produced spat 
(juvenile shellfsh) or the relocation of wild caught 
spat, upon the reef. If this method is required, it is 
recommended that assessment and consideration is 
undertaken to determine why the target shellfsh is 
not recruiting naturally to these sites. Are there any 
biological factors or risks infuencing the ongoing 
survivorship of this species in the system? Additional 
budget costs for obtaining and transporting hatchery 
produced or wild caught spat should also be considered. 

Substrate-limited sites require a greater degree of 
construction intervention. New suitable hard substrate 
(often sterile shells and/or rock) are introduced to areas 
that are known to support shellfsh survival and have 
adequate natural spat settlement. Over time in these 
unseeded sites, this hard substrate will be naturally 
colonised by juvenile wild shellfsh. Additional costs 
for obtaining, storing, transporting and deploying new 
substrate can be signifcant and should be considered 
in the budget for SRR eforts of this type. 

At sites limited by both recruitment and substrate, SRR 
will require deployment of new substrate and seeding 
this new reef structure with the target juvenile shellfsh. 

SRR can be implemented in diferent broad zones of 
an estuary based on the depth of the location where 
works are performed as dictated by the biological 
requirements of the target shellfsh species. Works may 
be conducted in the intertidal zone that is intermittently 
submerged and exposed during tidal cycles or in the 
subtidal zone (below the lowest astronomic tide). 

While there is planning and implementation overlap 
for all methods of SRR, this document focuses on the 
project planning and regulatory approval considerations 
and processes associated with intertidal, unseeded 
(i.e. substrate-limited) SRR with specifc detail provided 
for Sydney rock oyster reef restoration, as this type of 
restoration work is currently the focus in NSW. 

  AN IMPORTANT WORD ON SHELL  
The NSW oyster industry is the state’s oldest and most valuable aquaculture industry. Oyster 
aquaculture is currently undertaken in 32 estuaries spread along the entire length of the 
NSW coast from the Tweed River on the Queensland border to Wonboyn Lake adjacent to the 
Victorian border. 

A number of oyster diseases pose signifcant threat to the NSW oyster industry. These are 
included as either “Prohibited Matter” listed in the NSW Biosecurity Act 2015 or as “Notifable 
Pests and Diseases” listed in the NSW Biosecurity Regulation 2017. The Regulation also 
establishes specifc “Biosecurity Zones” for managing two of these diseases, QX (Queensland 
Unknown, which is caused by the protozoan parasite Marteilia sydneyi) and POMS (Pacifc 
Oyster Mortality Syndrome). 

Any person working with oysters has a responsibility for managing biosecurity to ensure the 
risk of spreading infectious disease is prevented, eliminated or minimised. Strict restrictions 
apply to the movement of oysters (live or dead), people and equipment under biosecurity 
legislation. 

Innovative shell recycling schemes have proven to be a popular method of sourcing substrate 
material (cultch) and importantly, engaging the broader community in shellfsh reef restoration 
eforts, both overseas and in other Australian states. However, this method of shell collection, 
where the shell’s original source is unknown, comes with inherent risk attached in terms of 
biosecurity. Dead shell can be infected or contaminated with disease, 
even when it has been out of the water for signifcant periods of 
time. The risk of the translocation of pests and diseases into a 
new estuary from these activities is signifcant and must be 
considered in SRR project planning. 

For any SRR project planning to use shells/cultch seek 
advice from NSW DPI Aquatic Biosecurity on what 
restrictions apply at aquatic.biosecurity@dpi.nsw.gov.au 

Biosecurity Act 2015 OYSTERS Factsheet: dpi.nsw.gov.au/__ 
data/assets/pdf_fle/0010/722890/Oysters.pdf 

Right: Image Ben Diggles 
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1.4 Shellfsh Reef Restoration Projects around Australia 
Globally, the pace and number of shellfsh reef 
restoration projects has grown rapidly in the past 
decade. In Australia several projects have recently been 
completed or are currently being implemented, and 
several more are in various stages of planning. These 
eforts vary in target species, construction techniques, 
site conditions and project scale. Regardless of their 
diferences all share a similar objective, to bring back 
shellfsh reef habitat, and the ecosystem services 
they once provided, to locations where it was once 
common. 

The links below provide some examples of the diversity 
of projects underway around Australia. 

•  Windara reef South Australia pir.sa.gov.au/fshing/ 
recreational_fshing/windara_reef 

•  Port Philip Bay Victoria natureaustralia.org.au/what-
we-do/our-priorities/oceans/ocean-stories/victorias-
oyster-reefs/ 

•  Oyster Harbour Western Australia natureaustralia.org. 
au/what-we-do/our-priorities/oceans/ocean-stories/ 

putting-the-oyster-reefs-back-into-oyster-harbour/ 

•  Pumicestone Passage Queensland ozfsh.org.au/ 
projects/restoring-shellfsh-reefs-in-pumicestone-
passage/ 

•  Noosa River Queensland natureaustralia.org.au/what-
we-do/our-priorities/oceans/ocean-stories/noosa-
river-reef/ 

•  Port Stephens NSW marine.nsw.gov.au/strategy-
implementation/water-quality-and-litter/oyster-reef-
restoration 

Both images on this page are from the Port Phillip Bay shellfsh reef restoration project in Victoria. 
Images The Nature Conservancy 

1.5 Current Shellfsh Reef Research in NSW 
NSW DPI Fisheries has several shellfsh reef research  
projects underway including many collaborations with  
universities and Non-Government Organisations across  
the state. These landmark research projects will build  
upon the existing knowledge base of shellfsh reefs  
globally and answer some key questions about shellfsh  
reefs and SRR in NSW. It is anticipated that this knowledge  
will greatly assist in the future planning, development and  
delivery of SRR in NSW, and further afeld.  

•  NSW DPI Fisheries – Port Stephens pilot shellfsh  
reef restoration monitoring and evaluation. As part 
of the Port Stephens pilot shellfsh reef restoration 
project a robust monitoring and evaluation program 
was designed and has been implemented. Further 
information is provided in the Case Study of this 
project (see page 39) 

•  University of Newcastle - Use of environmental DNA  
to detect changes in fsh assemblages associated  
with Port Stephens pilot shellfsh reef restoration.  
Environmental DNA (eDNA) is sampled to compliment  
the experimental design developed for monitoring  
of fshes with Baited Remote Underwater Videos  
(BRUVs) as part of the Port Stephens pilot shellfsh reef  
restoration project. eDNA was sampled three times  
prior to the on-ground works and post-construction  
mirroring video monitoring techniques used on the  
Port Stephens project. The diversity of fshes detected  
with eDNA has successfully distinguished between  
oyster reefs and sand showing it to be a potentially  
useful tool for monitoring SRR. It also detected a  
greater diversity of fsh at the estuary scale compared  
to BRUVs confrming the complementary nature of  
these two approaches (Cole et al. 2021) 

•  University of New South Wales ARC Linkage - 
Developing a technique for oyster reef restoration.  
NSW DPI Fisheries are a partner organisation in an  
Australian Research Council (ARC) Linkage grant  
which funds research with universities and industry.  
This commenced in 2019 and the three-year project  
is led by the University of New South Wales (UNSW) in  
partnership with the University of Sydney, Macquarie  
University, the Sydney Institute of Marine Science (SIMS)  
and The Nature Conservancy (TNC). The collaboration  
is focused on understanding the most efective  
confguration of Sydney rock oyster reef bases to  
enhance biodiversity for SRR including patch size and  
other biological factors determining their success. 

•  NSW Environmental Trust grant, Building with 
Nature - Using Potato Waste to Restore NSW 
Oyster Reefs. Macquarie University are leading 
a collaborative project with NSW DPI Fisheries, 
Oceanwatch, TNC, and Bureau Waardenburg, 
Netherlands on trialling a new material developed 
in the Netherlands based on potato starch modules 
as a Sydney rock oyster settlement substrate for SRR. 
These trials are being done in fve NSW estuaries: 
Bermagui, Shoalhaven, Port Hacking, Macleay, and 
Richmond. 

•  Southern Cross University - Determining the  
suitability of the leaf oyster, Isognomon ephippium for  
shellfsh restoration. To expand SRR of native oysters  
in NSW, students at Southern Cross University (SCU)  
are undertaking research on leaf oysters, Isognomon  
ephippium, and are co-supervised by NSW DPI  
Fisheries. The research includes understanding the  
distribution and health of leaf oysters in estuaries of  
known poor water quality. Determining the role of leaf  
oyster reefs as habitat for fshes and invertebrates is  
also being examined in this project. 

Below: Collaborative research is underway in NSW to test an innovative new substrate for oyster spat recruitment. The BESE-elements® are 
Biodegradable Ecosystem Engineering Elements - 3D structures made out of potato starch. Image Victoria Cole. 
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“Water land” is defned under the Fisheries 
Management Act (1994) as land submerged 
by water, whether permanently or 
intermittently or 

 WATER  LAND  

whether forming an artifcial 
or natural body of water and includes 
wetlands and any other land prescribed by 
the regulations as water land. 

 

Above: Sydney rock oyster reef and oyster leases occupying part of the ‘waterland’ in Merimbula Lake. Image Jillian Keating 

2. A Roadmap for Shellfsh Reef Restoration in NSW 
SRR, as with any on-ground habitat restoration work, 
presents many challenges including working around 
tides, inclement weather, stakeholders, resource use 
conficts, project planning and regulatory approvals. 
Numerous additional challenges arise because SRR is a 
relatively new practice, particularly in NSW. 

Estuarine intertidal and subtidal “water lands” are some 
of the most tightly regulated and highly utilised zones 
in NSW. Most of this land resides in public ownership 
and is managed by a suite of government agencies. 
These agencies are responsible for administering 
the various local, state and federal laws, including 
regulations and policies that control all activities 
carried out in these areas. The biological needs of 
shellfsh dictate that, by default, SRR must occur in this 
tightly regulated, and high use environment.  

These guidelines have been designed to provide all 
practitioners, including government agencies (or 
agents acting on their behalf ) and other proponents, 
with a basic roadmap for planning and implementing 
SRR in NSW. Each SRR project is unique; however, we 
encourage you to follow this roadmap to identify and 
address potential challenges and pitfalls early in your 
project planning, and to consult and engage widely. 
Focus should be given to working constructively with 
the agencies responsible for approving the proposed 
activities and managing the restoration site once on-
ground works are complete. This considered approach 
will provide for smoother project implementation and 
improve the chances of successful project delivery. 
As SRR develops in NSW and we learn from each 
experience, this roadmap will evolve, and some aspects 
of the guidelines will require refnement and updating. 

2.1 Shellfsh Reef Restoration Planning 

2.1.1 Shellfsh Reef Restoration Goals  
and Objectives 

SRR project goals and objectives drive the decision-
making process and must be clearly defned from 
the outset of project planning. As with any project, 
it’s a good idea to ensure your goals are Specifc, 
Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Time-based 
(SMART). The Nature Conservancy (TNC) has assembled 
a valuable resource to help practitioners with early 
project planning, goal setting and coordination 
which is available on their SRR information website 
(natureaustralia.org.au/what-we-do/our-insights/ 
scientifc-papers/shellfsh-reef-restoration-guidelines/). 

SRR objectives can vary considerably. The construction 
of shellfsh reef habitat may be undertaken primarily to 
address site specifc bank erosion through the creation 
of a ‘living shoreline’, to compliment adjoining seagrass 
or saltmarsh areas, for water quality improvements, for 
structural fsh habitat, or a combination of these goals. 

For example, SRR focused on reducing bank erosion  
will have specifc site selection, design and build  
characteristics and difer signifcantly from a SRR project  
focused on providing structural fsh habitat or water  
quality improvements. Clearly outlining project goals  
and defning what must be completed to achieve these  
objectives provides a realistic project planning base that  
will assist budgeting and feasibility assessments.  

2.1.2 Stakeholder Consultation and Gaining 
Social Licence for your Project 

Community engagement and education to raise 
awareness of the importance of shellfsh reefs are 
additional recommended objectives for SRR projects. 
Engagement, delivered efectively, with targeted 
education that enhances community knowledge for 
this often-forgotten marine ecosystem, may assist in 
facilitating local support for your project, developing 
new partnerships and identifying additional SRR 
project opportunities. 

The beneft of gaining a solid ‘social licence’ for your  
project cannot be over-estimated. Taking the time to map  
out all the stakeholders early in your project is advisable to  
assist in identifying all potential stakeholders and defning  
their role in the project. Some of the key stakeholders  
include regulatory authorities, Aboriginal groups,  
local aquaculture industry and commercial fsheries  
representatives, Non-Government Organisations, research  
institutions, general public, local community groups and  
other local interest groups including recreational fshers,  
boaters and other waterway users.  

NSW DPI Fisheries recommends adopting the 
International Association for Public Participation’s (IAP) 
2 Spectrum of Public Participation which categorises 
roles as Inform, Consult, Involve, Collaborate or 
Empower. IAP provide information to help guide this 
process, available on their website iap2.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/2020/01/2018_IAP2_Spectrum.pdf. 

NSW DPI Fisheries is undertaking considerable  
consultation regarding SRR. Eforts to gain insight into  
the level of knowledge held by industry and the public,  
and to provide opportunities to increase awareness  
have included online surveys, public meetings, and  
presentations to industry and relevant local government  
organisations. For further information and to access  
resources to assist with community education visit the:  
NSW MEMS Oyster Reef Restoration project webpage:  
marine.nsw.gov.au/strategy-implementation/water-
quality-and-litter/oyster-reef-restoration. 
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Below: Shed talks, such as this one near Port Macquarie, are a great 
way to engage with oyster farmers, one of the key stakeholder 
groups in shellfsh reef restoration. Image Charlotte Jenkins. 
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http://marine.nsw.gov.au/strategy-implementation/water-quality-and-litter/oyster-reef-restoration


 

 
 

 
 

2.1.3 Site Selection 

Proper site selection is crucial to the success of SRR 
projects. Site selection is driven by many criteria 
including regulatory considerations, existing uses, 
physical site characteristics, biological and logistical 
considerations, as well as project objectives. Overlaying 
these considerations across a chosen estuary provides 
an efcient way to identify potentially viable locations 
to implement an SRR project (See Port Stephens Pilot 
case study in Chapter 3 for an example). It is important 
to also consider the land-based sites which may be 
required for logistical purposes. Approval to use these 
locations may be required. Locations to stockpile 
materials, such as rock or shell, and suitable barge or 
boat loading ramps or docks should all be considered 
in conjunction with the local tide predictions, to ensure 
the SRR project is delivered efectively and efciently. 

Above: Historical items, such as shipwrecks, need to be considered 
when selecting a site. Image Jillian Keating. 

Above: The NSW DPI Fisheries team are mapping shellfsh reefs in 
priority estuaries. Image Scott Nichols. 

Regulatory factors for site selection 
There are many regulations in NSW which apply to 
the use and management of water land, waterways, 
and adjoining lands, which must be considered when 
selecting sites for SRR. These include, but are not 
limited to: local environmental plans (LEPs), state 
environmental planning policies (SEPPs), aquaculture 
zoning, Marine Park zoning, proximity to foreshore 
development, proximity to navigation channels, 
Heritage listed items, and the presence of culturally 
signifcant objects and places. NSW DPI Fisheries 
strongly recommends that pre-project consultation 
with the relevant Council and State government 
agencies forms the frst step in developing an SRR 
project plan. Ideally, all regulatory constraints should 
be understood and satisfed at a specifc location 
BEFORE the approval application step is undertaken. 

Existing social, cultural and economic use 
consideration for site selection 
NSW estuaries provide local communities and 
visitors much loved areas for recreation and spiritual 
connection in addition to supporting commercial 
enterprise. These existing waterway values, and the 
potential conficts between SRR and these values, 
should be considered when selecting sites for SRR. 

Identifcation of relevant local stakeholders and 
consultation with these groups and organisations 
is a requirement of the approvals process. Selecting 
SRR locations well away from common public and 
commercial boating routes is recommended to reduce 
confict and minimise public risk. In many cases, SRR 
may complement the existing uses of the site and 
consultation may identify shared goals and facilitate 
the creation of new partnerships. For example, 
recreational fshers may beneft from a boost in fsh 
numbers that SRR can bring to the local waterway. 

 Physical and biological 
factors infuencing site selection 
Physical and biological considerations for SRR site 
selection include, but are not limited to, bathymetry 
(substrate slope and elevation), presence of wild target 
shellfsh / spat recruitment, shellfsh disease risks, and 
water quality. These parameters defne the ecological 
feasibility of SRR at a specifed location. The desired 
values for these criteria will be determined by the type 
of SRR work being conducted. 

Development of an appropriate Habitat Suitability Index  
(HSI) can help to streamline the selection of locations  
for project work based on biological factors. A useful  
discussion of how this approach may be undertaken  
is available in chapters 3 and 5 of the TNC Restoration  
Guidelines for Shellfsh Reefs (Fitzsimons et al. 2019). 

A thorough physical site inspection of an area  
being considered for SRR is imperative and can often 
be an efective means of confrming site suitability for 
SRR works. 

To assist with SRR site selection and project planning, 
NSW DPI Fisheries is mapping existing shellfsh 
reef habitat in priority estuaries across the state. To 
complement this efort, the Department has developed 
a novel citizen science tool: The Shellfsh Reef Reporter 
(marine.nsw.gov.au/strategy-implementation/water -
quality-and-litter/oyster-reef-restoration/how-to -get -
involved) which allows estuary users to submit shellfsh 
reef sightings. Project updates can be found on the 
NSW MEMS Oyster Reef Restoration project webpage 
(marine.nsw.gov.au/strategy-implementation/water -
quality-and-litter/oyster-reef-restoration). 

Logistical factors for site selection 
Practical considerations such as logistical planning for 
shellfsh reef construction and public risk mitigation 
measures, can directly infuence SRR site selection. 

Proximity to public foreshore reserves or access 
points and foreshore development can be used to 
gauge the amount of pedestrian trafc at a location 
of interest. NSW Department of Planning Industry and 
Environment (DPIE) Crown Lands licensing conditions 
tie responsibility of public risk to the owner of the 
license. For this reason, minimising public risk related 
to intertidal structures such as new shellfsh reefs 
must be a top priority for SRR site selection. Sites that 
provide a bufering distance from foreshore access and 
development are preferred. 

Depending on project size and material used, 
construction of SRR may require barge access to 
the locality, often limited to high tide periods only 
for intertidal projects. Because of this constraint the 
distance to barge loading facilities and reef material 
stockpiles is a critical factor that has a large infuence 
on the cost of works. Likewise, the distance from rock 
quarries to stockpiling/barge loading sites is a critical 
cost factor for SRR projects. Minimising these costs will 
make a signifcant diference to the fnal cost/unit area 
of SRR projects.   

Above: The presence of existing estuarine fsh habitat such as seagrass 
beds, mangroves, saltmarsh and rocky reefs should be factored into 
the site selection process and where necessary, an adequate bufer 
included to protect them from potential harm during construction. 
Image David Harasti 

Background image: A Wobbegong Shark sheltering in a seagrass bed. 
Image David Harasti 
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2.2 Regulatory Approvals 
Identifying SRR project sites that sit at the intersection 
of regulatory acceptance, ecological feasibility and 
stakeholder support is a challenging task. Work to 
determine these sites must be completed and outlined 
in the application package submitted to relevant 
licensing and approval authorities for SRR works. 
This information will form the basis used by these 
authorities to assess the proposed project. In practice, 
it is necessary to work actively with approval agencies 
during site selection to ensure all constraints on SRR 
are considered and accommodated. Developing 
strategic partnerships, such as with local interest 
groups and local or state government authorities, will 
bring complementary skills and expertise to your SRR 
project and may assist in addressing the challenges of 
coordinating approvals across multiple authorities. 

2.2.1 Determining Land Ownership and 
Licencing Requirements 

For works to proceed, the agency that owns the land 
at a proposed SRR site must grant consent for the 
activities and in most cases will also be the determining 
authority for licensing on ground works. As such, 
determining land ownership at the proposed SRR site is 
the frst guiding step to obtaining landowners consent 
and relevant licenses. 

Crown Lands and Transport for NSW (TfNSW) both hold  
land ownership below Highest Astronomic Tide (HAT) in  
NSW. Of these, Crown Lands is the primary landowner  
and is responsible for most of the land below HAT. The  
bed of Sydney Harbour and its tributaries, Botany Bay  
east of Taren Point, Newcastle Harbour, and Port Kembla  

Harbour are also publicly owned land that is vested in  
and managed by TfNSW for the people of NSW.  

An application for Landowner’s consent may need to 
be submitted to the NSW Department of Planning, 
Industry & Environment (DPIE) - Crown Lands business 
centre in respect of SRR project proposals on Crown 
land. Application forms are available here: industry.nsw. 
gov.au/lands/what-we-do/fees-andforms/forms 

In cases where SRR works are proposed on Crown land, 
a completed application for a licence (under s2.18 of 
the Crown Land Management Act 2016) for the use and 
occupation of Crown land will need to be submitted 
to DPIE Crown Lands. Application forms are available 
here: industry.nsw.gov.au/lands/use/licences/apply. 
The Crown Lands business centre can be contacted at 
licences@crownland.nsw.gov.au 

For projects proposed on water lands in a major port 
managed by TfNSW, information and forms for license 
applications can be found on the TfNSW website: rms. 
nsw.gov.au/maritime/property-planning/development/ 
index.html 

2.2.2 Planning Approval Pathways for 
Shellfsh Reef Restoration 

The approval of development in NSW is regulated 
by the NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Act 1979 (the EP&A Act), including for SRR works 
proposed at substrate-limited sites which is the primary 
focus of these Guidelines. Under this parent Act sit 
environmental planning instruments including SEPPs 
and LEPs. To determine the appropriate planning 
approval pathway for SRR works, it is necessary 
to determine how the proposed works may be 

 ABORIGINAL CONNECTION   
  TO SEA COUNTRY  
Aboriginal people have a special connection to sea country which they have held for thousands  
of years. 

The engagement and participation of local Aboriginal people in all SRR project 
proposals is highly recommended. 

The Native Title Act 1993 (NTA) gives recognition by Australian law of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s traditional rights and 
interests in land and waters held under traditional law and custom. 

The NTA sets out acceptable minimum standards of consultation 
which should be conducted with native title groups regarding any 
proposed developments in areas where there are native title claims, or 
determinations (to view a map of current native title see nntt.gov.au/ 
assistance/Geospatial/Pages/Maps.aspx 

Right: Worimi Sea Country (Garuwa) cultural calendar. Artist Melissa Lilly 2016 

Above:  The Bundjalung of Byron Bay - Arakwal People’s native title  
determination covers an 800 hectare area of land and sea country on  
the NSW far north coast which includes the Brunswick River estuary.  
Image Charlotte Jenkins 

characterised or defned within the planning system. 
The NSW planning framework under the EP&A Act  
does not specifcally identify and defne SRR as a 
form of development. Terms that may be relevant for 
characterising SRR are considered below. 

SRR works by or on behalf of a Public Authority 
The installation of permanent structures (e.g. rock 
reef base, specialised spat recruitment matrix) to 
provide suitable habitat for colonisation by juvenile 
shellfsh may be characterised as public authority 
‘activities’ under Part 5 of the EP&A Act, such as 
‘waterway or foreshore management activities’ or 
‘environmental protection works’. However, this 
depends on the specifc circumstances of the proposed 
SRR. Each project will be unique and individual SRR 
project practitioners will be required to go through a 
process to characterise the development according 
to the planning framework. Waterway or foreshore 
management activities are defned under State 
Environment Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 
(the Infrastructure SEPP). Environmental protection 
works are defned in the Dictionary of the Standard 
Instrument LEP. 

Division 25 of the Infrastructure SEPP provides 
development for the purpose of waterway or foreshore 
management activities, including environmental 
management works (which is not a defned term) such 
as environmental protection works, may be carried out 
by or on behalf of a public authority without consent 
on any land. This means that development consent may 
not be required for SRR works if the project proponent 
is, or is acting on behalf of, a public authority as defned 
under the EP&A Act (section 1.4). However, consultation 
with local councils and other public authorities may still 
be required under s.16 of the Infrastructure SEPP. 

In this scenario, the proponent (public authority) is also 
the determining authority whose approval is required 
for the project to be carried out. To approve the project 
a determining authority must examine and take into 
account to the fullest extent possible all matters 
afecting or likely to afect the environment as a result 
of the project (section 5.5 of the EP&A Act). 

Environmental impact assessments for public authority  
activities are usually in the form of a ‘Review of  
Environmental Factors’ (REF) that addresses factors  
including but not limited to (cl. 228(2) EP&A Regulation): 

•  any environmental impact on a community, 

•  any environmental impact on the ecosystems of the 
locality, 

•  any impact on the habitat of protected animals (within  
the meaning of the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016), 

•  any endangering of any species of animal, plant or 
other form of life, whether living on land, in water or 
in the air, 

•  any long-term efects on the environment, 

•  any degradation of the quality of the environment, 

•  any increased demands on resources (natural or 
otherwise) that are, or are likely to become, in short 
supply, 

•  any cumulative environmental efect with other 
existing or likely future activities. 

If the public authority has addressed these factors 
and determined the project will not have a signifcant 
environmental impact, the public authority can then 
apply for other relevant licensing and approvals 
directly with the relevant authorities. Although 
planning approval from local government is not 
required, they are key stakeholders and it is strongly 
recommended that relevant local councils form part 
of the consultation process as they have signifcant 
local knowledge, often own adjacent land and/or 
infrastructure and oversee the delivery of a ‘Coastal 
Management Program’ for individual estuaries. 

If the public authority determines that the 
environmental impacts of the project will be signifcant, 
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is required (s. 
5.7 EP&A Act) and the development may be declared 
State signifcant infrastructure under (s. 5.12(3)(b) EP&A 
Act) requiring the approval of the Minister. 

Many REF templates are available online. Refer to the 
following checklist to ensure your REF meets the basic 
requirements. 

For an example of a completed SRR REF that contains 
a detailed outline of the planning pathway and 
consultation required for one SRR case in NSW, please 
see Appendix A. 
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Basic requirements for a REF 

CHECK LIST 


Outline all relevant agency consultation undertaken on the proposed project, provide evidence 
of this consultation, and how that feedback has been addressed as appendices to the REF. Table 1 
provides a list of some of the key public authorities and organisations that should be consulted with 
regarding SRR proposals in NSW. 

Clearly show the proposed project location boundaries with detailed maps, coordinates,  
and adjoining parcel Lot and Deposited Plans (DP) descriptions. 

Outline the legislative approval pathway for the project clearly identifying the project proponent  
for all approvals. 

Outline all construction techniques, timelines, methodology, and use of construction “best 
management practices” to limit potential environmental disturbances created during reef 
construction. 

Outline all temporary or permanent visual, social, and environmental impacts the project will have 
at the construction location. 

Outline all project ancillary structures and locations, including access and stockpile sites,  
where relevant. 

Outline all public consultation that has been conducted for the proposed project, provide evidence 
of this consultation and how that feedback has been addressed as appendices to the application. 

Below: Sydney Harbour is one of three major ports in NSW where waterland, including the estuary foor, is managed by Transport for NSW. Image  
Industry & Investment NSW 

SRR works by other proponents 

If the SRR project proponent is not a public authority, 
the planning approval pathway is determined by 
reviewing the relevant LEP or SEPP for permissibility of 
the proposed SRR activity within the identifed land use 
zone and land use table.  For SRR, this review is likely 
to indicate consent is required and a Development 
Application (DA) addressing matters outlined in 4.15(1) 
of the EP&A Act, must be lodged with the appropriate 
consent authority, usually the local council. The 
proposed works may also be designated development 
if they are within a coastal wetland mapped under 
the Coastal Management SEPP, unless the works 
can be characterised as environmental protection 
works. Comprehensive information regarding the 
NSW DA process is available on the DPIE - Planning & 
Assessment website: planning.nsw.gov.au 

Where projects also require additional approvals, such 
as a permit to carry out dredge and reclamation works 
under the NSW Fisheries Management Act (1994) (FMA), 
the project becomes an Integrated Development. 
Council will refer the DA to the necessary approval 
body(ies) so assessment of the proposal is streamlined.  
At time of writing, NSW DPI Fisheries is not aware of any 
SRR projects that have been approved and completed 
using the Integrated Development pathway in NSW. 

SRR works in and around Sydney Harbour  
– all proponents 
The Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney 
Harbour Catchment) 2005 (Sydney Harbour REP) 
applies to land and waterways within the Sydney 
Harbour Catchment, as identifed on the Sydney 
Harbour Catchment Map, and special provisions apply 
within foreshores and waterways areas, as identifed on 
the Foreshores and Waterways Area Map. Both maps 
can be found on DPIE’s website: planning.nsw.gov.au/ 
Policy-and-Legislation/Environment-and-Heritage/ 
Sharing-Sydney-Harbour 

As defned in the dictionary to the Sydney Harbour REP, 
‘general restoration works’ means works carried out 
for the purpose of restoring or enhancing the natural 
values of a foreshore or waterway. Development for 
the purpose of ‘general restoration works’ can be 
carried out in all waterway zones (W1-W8) within the 
Foreshores and Waterways Area without development 
consent regardless of whether the project proponent is 
or is not a public authority. 

This means that, if a SRR project is proposed within 
the Sydney Harbour foreshores and waterways area 
and the works fall within the defnition of general 
restoration works, the project can be carried out 
without development consent. To approve the project, 
the proponent (who in the case of a public authority 
proponent, may also be the determining authority) 
must examine and take into account all matters likely 
to afect the environment as a result of the project, 
generally via a REF as outlined in the sections above. 

For areas covered by the Sydney Harbour REP (see the 
Catchment Map) but which are outside the Foreshores 
and Waterways Area, other provisions may apply - such 
as those relating to wetlands protection. Proponents 
should also consult the relevant LEP for that site to 
see whether such works are permissible and what the 
approval pathway is. 

SRR works in coastal wetlands – all proponents 
Regardless of whether the SRR project proponent 
is, or is not a public authority, if the proposed SRR 
site is within a coastal wetland mapped under State 
Environmental Planning Policy (Coastal Management) 
2018 (the Coastal Management SEPP), the proposed 
works may require development consent under clause 
10(1) and may also be designated development 
under clause 10(2) unless the works can properly be 
characterised as environmental protection works. The 
consent authority for development requiring consent is 
usually the local council. 

Where environmental protection works are being 
undertaken by a public authority the works may be 
classifed as development without consent under 
clause 10(3), if the works have been identifed in a 
relevant certifed coastal management program, a plan 
of management prepared and adopted under Division 
2 of Part 2 of Chapter 6 of the Local Government Act 
1993, or a plan of management under Division 3.6 
of the Crown Land Management Act 2016. In these 
circumstances, the public authority would still be 
required to comply with the environmental impact 
assessment requirements for activities under Part 5 of 
the EP&A Act. 

 SUMMARY NOTE 
Please be aware that assessment and 
processing times can be signifcant. It is 
recommended that planning applications 
be submitted a minimum of six months 
and preferably 12 months before the 
proposed start of on ground works. 
Failure to consider this processing time 
in project planning will likely result in 
commencement delays. 

The legislative planning and approval 
pathway (see Figure 1) provides an indication 
of the extent and nature of 
required consultation with 
relevant agencies, at time of 
writing. Key public authorities 
and organisations to consult 
with on SRR proposals are also 
listed in Table 1. 

! 
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Figure 1. A simplifed regulatory pathway for substrate limited, intertidal SRR in NSW (outside the Sydney Harbour Catchment), at time of writing 

State Agencies 
Assessment 

e.g. Crown Lands, NSW DPI 
Fisheries, NSW EES, NSW EPA 

Non-public Authority 
(e.g. private individual, NGO, 

community or industry group) 

Part 4 Development 
Application preparation 

Development 
Application lodged 

Landowner’s consent 
Crown Lands or TfNSW 

New Shellfsh Reef Restoration Proposal 

Project description 
including environmental 

assessment prepared 
(e.g. REF, EIS) 

Step 1. 
Identify your proponent 

category 

Step 1. 
Identify your proponent 

category 

Step 2. 
Follow the correct 
approval pathway, 

defned by EP&A Act, 
Infrastructure SEPP and 

Coastal Management 
SEPP 

Step 2. 
Follow the correct 
approval pathway, 

defned by EP&A Act, 
Infrastructure SEPP and 

Coastal Management 
SEPP 

Step 3. 
Determine landowner, 
apply for landowner’s 
consent and prepare 

environmental 
assessment 

Step 3. 
Determine landowner, 
apply for landowner’s 
consent and prepare 

environmental 
assessment 

Step 4. 
Completed DA and 

attachments lodged with 
local Council 

Step 4. 
State agency assessment 

- apply for additional 
permits & licences 

Step 5. 
State agency assessment 

- apply for additional 
permits & licences 

Relevant Public Authority 
(or agent acting on their behalf ) 

(e.g. Local Council, State 
Government Department) 

Part 5 Direct approval 
with determining 

authorities 

Background image: A bird s eye view of the Myall SRR site and surrounding habitats. Image Kirk Dahle 
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Table 1. Key public authorities and organisations to consult with on SRR proposals in NSW 

Agency/Organisation Legislation/policy/planning tool Reason 

Local Council Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 

State Environmental Planning Policy 
(Infrastructure) 2007 (Infrastructure 
SEPP) 

State Environmental Planning Policy 
(Coastal Management) 2018 Local 
Environment Plan 

For development requiring consent 

To identify any potential conficts with locally-
identifed historical places 

To ensure consistency with relevant Coastal 
Management Programs 

To identify protected areas mapped under the 
SEPP such as Coastal Wetlands and Proximity 
(bufer) Areas 

In relation to use of public boat ramps 

Department of 
Planning, Industry and 
Environment (DPIE) – 
Planning & Assessment 

State Environmental Planning Policy 
(Infrastructure) 2007 (Infrastructure 
SEPP) 

State Environmental Planning Policy 
(Coastal Management) 2018 

For advice in relation to the Coastal Management 
SEPP and Infrastructure SEPP 

DPIE - Crown Lands Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 

Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 

Native Title Act 1993 

In relation to SRR on Crown land requiring 
‘landowners consent’ to lodge development 
applications with Council or where Crown Lands 
is the determining authority under part 5 of 
the Act to review environmental factors when 
assessing a licence application 

In relation to all licensing requirements under 
the Act to occupy Crown land either to construct 
SRR on submerged land or for land based short 
term access or stockpiling of materials during 
construction 

For advice regarding unresolved Aboriginal Land 
Claims on Crown land. Assesses ALCs and makes 
recommendations to Minister administering the 
Act on whether Crown land is claimable and will 
be granted as freehold to Local Aboriginal Land 
Councils. 

In relation to native title pathway requirements 
under the licensing of Crown land regardless of 
whether there is a native title claim or not 

TfNSW Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 

In relation to SRR in Sydney Harbour, Botany Bay, 
Newcastle Harbour and Port Kembla Harbour 
requiring ‘landowners consent’ 

To identify any potential navigation conficts 
prior to landowners consent being granted 

Agency/Organisation Legislation/policy/planning tool Reason 

Port Authority of NSW Ports and Maritime Administration 
Regulation 2016 

In relation to permission from the relevant 
Harbourmaster to disturb the bed of any of the 
State’s 6 commercial seaports 

NSW DPI Fisheries NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994 In relation to development activities in 
Key Fish Habitat, permits for dredging and 
reclamation, harm to marine vegetation 
(saltmarsh, mangroves and seagrass) or harm to 
a threatened species, population or ecological 
community, as listed under the Act. 

To identify any potential commercial  
fshing conficts 

NSW DPI Fisheries 
(Aquaculture) 

NSW Oyster Industry Sustainable 
Aquaculture Strategy (OISAS) 

In relation to development around active oyster 
leases, Priority Oyster Aquaculture Areas, the 
use of oyster shell/shell clumps from oyster 
aquaculture or the use of shellfsh seed 

NSW DPI Fisheries 
(Marine Parks) 

Marine Estate Management Act 2014 In relation to activities which require a permit to 
be implemented in or adjacent to a Marine Park 
or Aquatic Reserve 

NSW DPI Biosecurity 
and Food Safety 

NSW Biosecurity Act 2015 In relation to the movement of oysters, oyster 
shell and construction equipment between 
NSW estuaries to mitigate risk of introducing or 
spreading disease 

NSW Environment 
Protection Authority 
(EPA) 

Protection of the Environment 
Operations Act 1997 

In relation to pollution control - the placement of 
reef substrate material e.g. oyster shell and rock 
in estuaries 

Environment, Energy 
and Science (EES) 

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 

Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 

In relation to Aboriginal places or items listed in 
the State Heritage Register 

In relation to protected areas, threatened species 
management (other than fsh and marine 
vegetation), harm to native vegetation and 
coastal protection eforts 

Local Aboriginal Land 
Councils 

Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 In relation to any unresolved Aboriginal Land 
Claims 

Registered Native 
Title Prescribed Body 
Corporate 

Native Title Act 1993 In relation to areas where Native Title has been 
determined – subject to either Future Acts 
regime or in accordance with any applicable 
Indigenous Land Use Agreement 
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 2.3 Monitoring and Evaluation 
SRR has been defned as “the process of establishing 
or re-establishing a habitat that in time can come 
to closely resemble a natural condition in terms 
of structure and function” (Baggett et al. 2015). To 
determine if the goal of ‘natural condition’ has been 
achieved, i.e. if the project has been successful, there 
is a clear need for monitoring and evaluation (M&E) 
of the restored reef site, and comparison of these 
to established remnant shellfsh reefs (referred to 
as reference sites), and areas that are not restored 
(referred to as control sites).  

As SRR is a new aquatic habitat rehabilitation practice 
in NSW it would be valuable to incorporate robust pre 
and post project monitoring with as many projects as 
possible. In the absence of any available local data on 
shellfsh reefs, pre-monitoring is extremely important. 
Rigorous ecological monitoring ensures that SRR 
practices can be evaluated, refned and improved for 
application to future projects. Verifed and validated 

habitat improvement measured 
through M&E is also one of 

the best ways to advocate 
for project funding 

and helps to justify 
proposed on 

ground works 
in approval 
processes. 

The current emphasis for SRR focuses on the addition 
of structural elements of habitat (e.g. rock and shell), 
but there is also a need to consider how well the 
activities restore the ecological function as a productive 
shellfsh reef. Chapman (1999) proposes that the 
M&E of a restoration project needs to be considered 
as a scientifc experiment in the same fashion that 
environmental impacts are measured. 

Nature is highly variable in time and space so there  
are difculties involved in determining whether  
environmental impacts have occurred. The faws of  
traditional before/after/control/impact (BACI) studies do  
not consider temporal and spatial variability. Underwood  
(1991,1993) developed a monitoring design to deal with  
these problems known as “Beyond BACI” which predicts  
that an impact must cause a change in the disturbed site  
that is diferent from what would be expected in control  
sites. Robust monitoring of a SRR project requires using a  
Beyond BACI design to detect an impact across multiple  
temporal and spatial scales.   

The design and implementation of a M&E plan to 
help track and assess the progress of a SRR project is 
recommended. This plan is a living document that can 
be referred to regularly and updated on a regular basis. 
M&E methods should be designed to test measurable 
objectives or performance measures. These indicators 
of project success may vary depending on the primary 
goal of the SRR project, resources and the skill and 
knowledge base upon which the project coordinator 
can draw, to deliver a project. Chosen indicators 
should be SMART (specifc, measurable, achievable and 
attributable, relevant and realistic, and time bound).  

Background image: Assessing the abundance and size of shellfsh on a new reef can assist in identifying if a project s 
goals for biodiversity are being achieved. Image Kirk Dahle 

Inset image: Naturally recruited Sydney rock oysters on the locally quarried rock reef base. Image Victoria Cole 

Basic SRR project indicators can include the volume 
of substrate deployed (rock/clean recycled shell), the 
height and extent of the new reef, and the number 
of spat used (for ‘recruitment limited’ sites). Further 
indicators which may be measured to determine 
ecosystem function, based on some of the primary SRR 
project goals, include but are not limited to: 

•  Enhance biodiversity goal: 

–  Abundance and diversity of fsh (e.g. Baited Remote 
Underwater Videos (BRUVs), eDNA) 

–  Abundance and diversity of invertebrates (e.g. 
sample cores, counts from randomly sampled 
rocks) 

–  Abundance and size of shellfsh (e.g. seasonal 
measurements conducted on a subset of rocks/ 
substrate – shellfsh settlement (number of 
shellfsh), shellfsh survival (live and dead, see 
Figure 2 for how to distinguish between live and 
dead oysters), shellfsh growth (shellfsh size 
measured with callipers, see Figure 3 for basic 
measurement techniques) 

•  Improve water quality goal: 

–  Filtration of shellfsh (e.g. feld or laboratory 
experiments of clearance rates of shellfsh on 
selected rocks/substrate) 

–  Various water quality parameters i.e. from routine 
local water quality testing programs (e.g. local 
Council) (long-term measurable) 

•  Mitigate bank erosion goal: 

–  Wave energy dissipation (e.g. in-situ loggers) 

–  Bank erosion/accretion rate (e.g. bank profle 
measurement using aerial imagery/drone 
technology, erosion pegs, photo points)  

–  Sediment grain size (e.g. laboratory-based analysis) 

Socio-economic indicators such as the number 
of jobs created by the project and the number of 
people engaged in the project may also be useful 
measurements to record. These types of indicators 
together with those measured for environmental 
outcomes, help provide a clear refection of the value of 
SRR projects to coastal communities. 

As the existing knowledge of SRR expands and each 
project will have diferent goals for restoration, 
overtime the intensity of M&E may be reduced. 

Figure 2. Identifying live versus dead oysters (Source: Billion 
Oysters Project, www.billionoysterproject.org) 

Figure 3. Measuring live oysters and spat on shell. (Source: Billion 
Oysters Project www.billionoysterproject.org) 

A dead oyster is gaping open. 

Always measure oysters on 
their longest side 

A Dead oysters will discharge 
bubbles when lightly squeezed. 

Place the jaws of the caliper 
above but not touching the spat. 

Dead oysters sound hollow 
when lightly tapped. 

Note your measurement. 

To check if the oyster is dead, 
gently try to pry it open. 

Hold the caliper in one hand, 
use the other hand to hold 
the oyster. 

Measure all individual oysters. 
Start with the exterior. Move 
from the umbo to bill. 
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2.4 Project implementation 
Robust, well considered project planning will provide a solid foundation for any SRR project. Building on this 
groundwork, project implementation is the exciting phase where, if executed efectively, goals and plans come 
to fruition. Every SRR project will have its own unique set of activities which will require careful consideration to 
ensure successful project implementation. What follows are just two key activities to consider, this is by no means 
exhaustive. Further examples of implementation activities are included in the SRR Planning and Implementation 
checklist and within the Case Study on the Port Stephens Pilot Shellfsh Reef Restoration Project. 

Project timing 

Timing of deployment of substrate and/or juvenile shellfsh is critical both in biological terms for spat settlement or 
seeded shellfsh survival, socially, in relation to the local community and logistically, in terms of project delivery. 

Reef construction needs to be timed to maximise shellfsh recruitment and survival. For substrate-limited sites, 
deployment of the chosen substrate needs to be timed to align with the window of natural ‘spat-fall’ in the system, 
and this will vary from estuary to estuary. Deploying substrate outside of this window may result in undesirable 
encrusting species such as pacifc oysters or barnacles, or algae colonising the new reef base. Deployment time 
is also crucial in recruitment-limited sites; if juvenile shellfsh are delivered to the reef base at times when natural 
predators are in abundance, it may result in high mortality rates. Local knowledge from oyster farmers, recreational 
fshers or NSW Fisheries staf may assist in understanding local estuary processes to determine optimum timing. 

Considered timing is also crucial to maintain trust and support from the local community. Being aware of local 
popular boating and general estuary use times and seasons ensures the proposed works do not clash with any 
important events on the community calendar. For example, avoiding timing works in overtly visible areas of the 
estuary or which require access from popular boat ramps around peak tourist seasons or popular fshing seasons 
would help safeguard the social licence for SRR eforts. 

Working in nature and particularly estuarine environments brings inherent risks associated with weather and tides 
which could result in signifcant project delays or disruption. It is recommended that up-to-date weather forecasts 
and local tide charts are closely considered with contractors and project partners when deciding on an appropriate 
works window and duration. However, contingency plans are recommended should unforeseen weather events 
arise, and works must be postponed - no forecast is infallible! 

Background image: Oysters colonising aquaculture legacy structures in Port Stephens  
have over time created functioning shellfsh reef. Image Victoria Cole 

Informing others 

With any new project, efective implementation requires that all practitioners, organisations, project partners and 
the project’s broader program are engaged and supportive of the proposed works. This requirement is even greater, 
when works, such as SRR, are conducted in the natural environment – in places of recreation, spiritual enjoyment 
and employment. 

Informing the consenting authorities and landowners when works are due to start is a condition of most 
approvals and permits. Likewise, adhering to all other permit conditions is essential to ensuring projects are 
delivered efectively and meet all legislative requirements. A successfully executed project is one of the best ways 
practitioners can foster support for future SRR eforts. 

Building support and social licence for SRR projects should be an important component of all SRR initiatives in NSW.  
Local media outlets, social media pages and community newsletters provide several avenues for keeping the community  
informed and promoting a project as milestones are reached. Properly coordinated outreach eforts will assist with  
enhancing community engagement and general knowledge of shellfsh reefs and the many benefts they provide. 
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SRR Planning and Implementation CHECK LIST 


Planning Phase 

SMART (Specifc, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time-based) objectives set 
□ 

All potential stakeholders mapped, and engagement plan developed and initiated 
□ 

Suitable restoration site(s) selected based on a comprehensive review of environmental, social, 
logistical and economic factors □ 
Suitable auxiliary logistical sites for material stockpiling and deployment identifed 

□ 
Project budget developed and adequate funding secured 

-□
All regulatory approvals and landholder’s consent obtained 

□ 
Reef construction methodology fnalised in consultation with authorities and contractor (if using) 

-----=□ 
All project resources secured – funding, personnel (experienced project manager, volunteers etc.), 
contractor(s), reef base material (rock/sterile shell/other substrate), shellfsh spat (if using, noting □ 
signifcant advance notice will be required to secure a suitable hatchery), heavy plant and vessels 

Monitoring and Evaluation plan developed 
□ 

Project promotion considered and planned for (cameras, drones etc. available to capture the work) 
□ 

Implementation Phase 

“Before” works monitoring feld work conducted 

□ 
Suitable work window conditions checked and verifed (e.g. tides, weather) 

□ 
All approval authorities and stakeholder groups informed of start date 

□ 
Construction works initiated and delivered according to all permit requirements 

□ 
Photos and video footage captured for project promotion 

□ 
Monitoring and Evaluation conducted “After” works and at suitable intervals, post construction 

□ 
Project promoted broadly e.g. social media, local traditional media outlets 

□ 



3. Case Study: Port Stephens Pilot Shellfsh Reef Restoration 
3.1 Project facts 

Summary Delivery of the frst large-scale Sydney rock oyster reef restoration project in NSW to 
enhance water quality and boost fsh numbers 

Location Port Stephens, NSW mid north coast, 2 sites: Karuah and Myall rivers 

Funding $700,000 Marine Estate Management Strategy over two years 

Approvals required Environmental impact assessment (‘Review of Environmental Factors’) 

Crown Lands General Licence 

NSW DPI Fisheries consultation 

NSW DPI Marine Parks Permit 

Environmental Protection Authority consultation 

Transport for NSW consultation 

Mid Coast Council trafc control plan and s138 road access permit 

NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service land access 

Key outcomes 1 hectare of new intertidal Sydney rock oyster reef created 

3,300 tonnes locally quarried gabion rock deployed 

180 cubic metres of recycled clean Port Stephens oyster shell deployed 

75 working days of reef construction delivering 4+ local positions 

35 + stakeholders directly engaged in the project 

75,000 + engagements on social media project video 

Comprehensive monitoring program developed and implemented 

Spat settlement observed within 30 days after deployment 

Over 50 million baby oysters naturally recruited after 9 months 

New reef fltering over 400,000L of water per hour after 9 months 

Similar numbers of recreational fsh, compared to natural reefs, after only 9 months 

Below: The proximity of the restoration site to the Port Stephens Fisheries Institute at Taylors Beach 
assisted with the logistics of delivering the project. Image NSW Department Primary Industries. 

3.2 Background 
Port Stephens is a drowned river valley estuary located 
on the NSW Mid North Coast in the traditional lands of 
the Worimi people approximately 30 km north east of 
the city of Newcastle. The waterbody has a large oyster 
aquaculture industry and healthy populations of wild 
Sydney rock oysters (SRO) (Saccostrea glomerata) which 
are the focal species for this restoration efort. 

Port Stephens was once home to extensive oyster 
reef habitat. In fact, reference is made to this estuary 
being home to the largest and most productive oyster 
beds in the state by the Oyster Culture Commission in 
1877. Today, remaining oyster reef habitat present in 
Port Stephens consists of SRO aggregations colonising 
manmade intertidal hard surfaces such as rock training 
walls, legacy oyster aquaculture infrastructure and jetty 
pylons. Little to no historic “original” oyster reef habitat 
is present. It is believed that a lack of hard substrate for 
oysters to settle and grow on is the primary limiting 
factor restricting the growth of additional reefs in this 
estuary (and many NSW estuaries in general). Therefore, 
the method adopted for the Port Stephens pilot 
involved the placement of new hard substrate (rock 
and recycled oyster shell) in intertidal locations where 
wild spat settlement was prevalent. 

3.3 Goals and Objectives 
In 2019 NSW Department of Primary Industries (DPI) 
launched a new 10-year Marine Estate Management 
Strategy (MEMS) that was informed by a triple bottom 
line Threat And Risk Assessment (TARA). The TARA 
identifed protection and improvements to water 
quality as one of the most important environmental 
factors requiring action to safeguard NSW marine 
estate resources. 

Shellfsh Reef Restoration (SRR) was identifed as a 
management practice that could achieve the desired 
goals of improving and protecting water quality in 
the NSW coastal region so was included as one of the 
major on ground works programs to be implemented 
through MEMS. 

Port Stephens was selected for a pilot SRR efort during 
MEMS Stage 1 to develop a blueprint for the restoration 
of shellfsh reefs, by trialling, and rigorously monitoring, 
various approaches to intertidal Sydney rock oyster reef 
restoration, specifcally. 

The Port Stephens SRR pilot represents the frst large-
scale habitat improvement project of its kind for NSW. 
The overall objective of this project was to enhance 
the water quality and ecological services of the estuary 
including fsh production and biodiversity in the 
vicinity of the restored oyster reef system. 

The expected outcomes of shellfsh reef  
restoration include: 

• increased biodiversity 

• increased production of commercially and 
recreationally valuable fsh species 

• increased water clarity 

• improved habitat complementarity in NSW estuaries 

• wave energy attenuation which is expected to reduce 
foreshore sediment resuspension. It is however 
important to note that bank stabilisation was not a 
priority objective of the Port Stephens pilot project 
and this is refected in the distance of the oyster reef 
bases to the estuary foreshores. 

Being the frst efort of its scale in NSW rigorous pre and 
post monitoring eforts were implemented with the 
Port Stephens pilot SRR. 

3.4 Project Planning 

3.4.1 Site Selection 

Port Stephens enjoys a centralised location in NSW, is a 
large estuary with a diversity of habitats, has a healthy 
oyster aquaculture industry and proximity to existing 
NSW DPI Fisheries ofces and research facilities. 
Logistically these features made it an excellent location 
for the frst large-scale pilot SRR project. 

The Port Stephens project is an intertidal SRR efort, 
meaning all works were conducted between average 
low and high tide elevations. Therefore, subtidal areas 
were not considered for SRR works. 

The process of site selection for SRR within Port 
Stephens began with consideration of land zoning 
classifcation using data from NSW DPIE Crown 
Lands, NSW DPI Fisheries - Marine Parks, and NSW 
DPI Aquaculture. This process can be visualised by 
overlaying SRR constraints as consecutive opaque 
layers within a Geographic Information System 
(GIS) format as shown in Figures 4 and 9. In this 
demonstration the shading represents areas where 
intertidal SRO reef restoration will not be viable (e.g. 
subtidal/too deep) or permissible (e.g. Priority Oyster 
Aquaculture Area, POAA) and are therefore removed 
from consideration. 
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Figure 4. Port Stephens Overview N

Figure 5. Subtidal areas (shaded 
orange) were removed from further 

consideration as this project is focused 
on intertidal SRO reef restoration. 

N

Figure 6. All areas zoned as Habitat 
Protection or Sanctuary zone under the 
Port Stephens Great Lakes Marine Park 

(PSGLMP) (shaded green) were removed 
from consideration as at the time of project 

planning. Marine Park legislation prohibited 
rehabilitation works in these zone types.

N

N Figure 7. All zones designated Priority Oyster 
Aquaculture Areas (POAA) (shaded blue) were 
also removed as they have been set aside and 
reserved for Aquaculture use and cannot be 
considered for SRR works.

N Figure 8. All intertidal areas immediately 
adjacent to developed foreshore (shaded dark 
orange) were removed. These areas are difficult 
for NSW DPIE Crown land licensing due to public 
risk and multiple use conflicts.

Karuah Site  
(Western Basin)

Myall Site  
(Eastern Basin)

Nelson Bay

N Figure 9. All the constraints, described previously, 
were overlain on the estuary map and the 
remaining intertidal areas (i.e. any estuarine areas 
not shaded yellow) were ground-truthed to find 
suitable slope (shallow wide flats), abundant spat 
settlement as evidenced by existing oyster reef 
or oyster growth on artificial hard surfaces, and 
proximity to barge loading sites.
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 Shellfsh reefs provide:  

Food and shelter to over 300 
marine animal species 

Fish Crabs Snails 

Prawns Shellÿsh Worms 

Creating a complex mosaic of diferent estuarine habitats including oyster reef, seagrass meadows, and bare sand creates greater opportunities 
for shelter and foraging for marine animals during a greater  range of tidal cycles. Image Kirk Dahle 

As illustrated with the previous mapping exercise 
the vast majority of Port Stephens was excluded 
from SRO reef restoration project consideration 
based on depth, zoning, POAA, and proximity 
to foreshore development criteria. Using this 
approach as a frst pass for site selection helped 
focus eforts on where works were likely to be 
supported through agency consultation and 
thus avoided any potential inefciency from 
attempting to work in constrained or excluded 
areas. 

Ultimately, two sites were selected for SRR pilot 
works in Port Stephens that avoided regulatory 
restrictions and provided suitable physical and 
biological conditions specifcally for intertidal 
SRO reef restoration works. To maximise project 
diversity one restoration site was positioned in 
the eastern portion of the port, near Pindimar 
at the mouth of the Myall River, which is more 
strongly infuenced by oceanic tidal fushing and 
one was positioned in the western basin of the 
port, adjacent to Wirrung Island, where estuarine 
water conditions dominate near the mouth of the 
Karuah River. 

Two diferent types of SRR were piloted at these 
chosen locations: 

1.  augmentation of historic rock leases in the 
eastern basin (Karuah site), and 

2.  creation of new reefs on sandy substrata in the 
western basin (Myall site). 
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3.4.2 Stakeholder Consultation and Approvals 

The Port Stephens Pilot efort is the frst large-scale 
SRR project undertaken in NSW. To date, it is also 
the only SRR project that has been approved and 
licensed by NSW DPIE Crown Lands. NSW DPI Fisheries 
coordinated this work acting as the project proponent. 
As the relevant public authority for the Crown Lands 
license application, the SRR approvals process could 
proceed via the preparation of a REF and without 
the requirement for development consent from the 
local Port Stephens Council. However, as a signifcant 
interested stakeholder and owner of land, across 
which access was required to one of the barge loading 
sites; consultation with Port Stephens and Mid Coast 
Councils was still conducted. 

Additional pre-license application consultation for the 
pilot project restorations sites and barge loading sites 
included a review of the proposed works by TfNSW 
with regards to any potential navigation conficts. 
Consultation with NSW Department of Environment, 
Energy and Science (EES) was conducted to identify 
if any of the proposed sites were also sites or places 
of Aboriginal heritage. No Aboriginal Heritage sites 
or places were identifed. Further consultation was 
undertaken with the Worimi Knowledgeholders 
Aboriginal Corporation. The proposed sites did not 
have current native title claims and no objections were 
raised for the SRR works. 

Extensive consultation and project review were 
undertaken by diferent sections of NSW DPI Fisheries 
including: 

•  Port Stephens Great Lakes Marine Park. A Marine 
Parks Permit was applied for, and approved, for 
“Interference with marine park habitat: oyster reef 
restoration” within the Karuah River General Use 
Zone and Myall River General Use Zone. 

•  Aquaculture, to ensure any potential conficts with 
active aquaculture lease areas or Priority Oyster 
Aquaculture Areas (POAA) were considered and 
avoided. 

•  Aquatic Environment, to ensure any potential harm 
to Key Fish Habitat, threatened species, populations 
and ecological communities was identifed and 
addressed and the guidance for developments within 
and around waterland provided in the Fisheries NSW 
Policy and Guidelines for Fish Habitat Conservation 
and Management (Fairfull, 2013) was considered and 
adopted. 

•  Aquatic Biosecurity, to ensure controls were 
established to mitigate any potential risk to 
the local oyster aquaculture industry from the 
introduction, establishment or spread of infectious 
disease. Recycled oyster shell was used as one of 
the substrate materials for oyster settlement. These 
shells were only collected from oyster farmers which 

operate within the Port. This restriction eliminated 
the need for extensive shell sterilisation treatments 
that would have been required to achieve approval 
under the Biosecurity Act 2015 had the shells been 
imported from sources outside of Port Stephens. 

The next step was to organise and engage with local 
stakeholders including the local aquaculture industry 
and interest and community groups to inform them of 
the pilot SRR project’s plans, goals, and timelines, seek 
feedback and provide an opportunity for any concerns 
to be raised. One group did raise concerns regarding 
the use of an old ferry ramp as one of the barge 
loading sites. This historical site is greatly valued by 
the local community. The Department worked closely 
with the community group to develop measures 
that ensured the integrity of the site was protected 
during the construction phase of the project. This 
efective engagement safeguarded the Port Stephens 
community’s support of the proposal. 

After extended consultation with NSW DPIE Crown 
Lands it was determined that the pilot SRR eforts were 
not eligible for short-term licensing under section 2.20 
(5) of the Crown Lands Management Act 2016 whereby ‘A 
short-term licence may not be granted for any purpose 
for which an authority, permit, lease or licence may be 
granted under the Fisheries Management Act 1994’. 

As a result, a NSW DPIE Crown Lands General 
License was applied for instead. The application 
was accompanied by a REF which included a 
comprehensive project description, all feedback and 
discussion from public and agency consultation, and 
information on how NSW DPI Fisheries had addressed 
all points raised by relevant stakeholders. 

The time from initial licensing meetings with NSW DPIE 
Crown Lands to receiving an executed Crown Lands 
General License for the Port Stephens ORR required 14 
months. It is recommended that a similar contingency 
time frame be incorporated into all SRR project 
planning in NSW. 

Consultation with the NSW Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) regarding the project’s interaction with 
the NSW Protection of the Environment Operations Act 
1997, determined that an Environmental Protection 
License (EPL) to pollute water with an unscheduled 
material (e.g. oyster shell) was not required as the 
proposed SRR project was in fact aimed at improving 
water quality rather than polluting it. 

Early agency consultation was critical in avoiding 
signifcant delays to project delivery. 

Below: Engagement of the local oyster industry was integral to the success of the project. Image Todd Miller. 
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3.4.3 Budgeting and Procurement 

NSW DPI Fisheries was tasked with developing the 
frst tender for SRR work in NSW. The project s novelty 
meant there was no precedent for cost comparisons 
and budgeting. The project was given an operational 
budget of approximately $700,000 over two years. Year 
one consisted of small-scale site trials, licensing and 
approval development, stakeholder consultation, and 
procurement for reef construction. 

NSW DPI policy requires any procurement with a net 
value above $150,000 to utilise a publicly advertised 
competitive tender process. With no comparable 
project budgets available to determine realistic cost 
parameters for reef construction, NSW DPI Fisheries 
decided to disclose the operational budget available 
for reef construction with the public tender. This 
approach allowed for full utilisation of available funds 
and allowed competitive market-based solutions to 
determine how much reef could be constructed with 
available resources. 

Care was taken to describe the goal of the SRR project, 
and the tender included as much information about 
project logistics as possible. These included potential 
barge loading and material stockpile facilities, 
description of the reef restoration locations, and 
potential material providers (local rock quarries). 

The tender advertisement received strong interest from 
multiple marine construction contractors. To assist 
with tender responses, NSW DPI Fisheries hosted a 
site tour and information day with interested service 
providers. These allowed for direct question and 
answer opportunities with contractors while at the 

reef restoration sites and proved to be an efective 
brainstorming step for the competing bids that were 
submitted to the Department. 

Cost per tonne of rock placed in the estuary was used 
for tender comparisons between bids. All submitted 
tenders were remarkably similar in their quoted price 
per tonne of reef built, making for a very competitive 
tender pool. This outcome also supported the decision 
to disclose the budget with the tender advertisement 
by giving all bids a level playing feld to negotiate. 

Two difering construction approaches emerged in the 
tender responses. One approach proposed the use of a 
very large mother ship  barge to transport a signifcant 
volume of rock to deep water holding areas near each 
construction site and the subsequent use of smaller 
barges to transport the rock from the mother ship to 
the reef intertidal building areas. The other proposed 
solution was to use a medium sized barge capable of 
transporting a days worth of construction material to 
the restoration site and build it using this single platform. 

The successful tender proposed the use of a moderately 
sized, shallow draft barge and a very detailed 
construction schedule displaying exactly how and 
when the construction barge would be able to access 
the intertidal restoration sites to successfully build 
oyster reef bases. This proposal had the advantage of 
being serviced by a local marine contractor that had 
extensive experience working within Port Stephens. 
This proposal also identifed additional barge loading 
areas ofering cost saving opportunities and reduced 
risk of weather delays during construction. 

Above: The new Myall shellfsh reefs. Image Kirk Dahle. 

Above: Monitoring and evaluating the success of the restoration 
works was factored into the budget. Image Victoria Cole. 

Above: Sydney rock oysters can naturally aggregate  
on suitable substrate. Image Victoria Cole 
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3.5 Construction Methodology 
Shellfsh reef construction was accomplished using 
an 8 m x 12 m shallow draft aluminium barge, and 
heavy plant equipment (Figures 10, 11, 14). Gabion 
andesite rock (90-250 mm size class) was sourced from 
a local quarry and transported to barge loading areas 
(andesite is a small grained igneous rock which is the 
primary rock used throughout Port Stephens for sea 
walls and training walls). Two separate barge loading 
areas were used, each corresponding to its own nearby 
reef restoration site. 

Oyster shell, as a secondary oyster settlement 
substrate, was sourced from numerous oyster farmers 
that operate in the Port Stephens estuary. Oyster shell 
was collected from local oyster farms using 1 cubic 
meter Bulka bags. These Bulka bags were stockpiled at 
a private boatyard facility where they could be easily 
loaded onto the construction barge. 

Barge capacity was limited to 50 tonnes of rock plus 
plant equipment. Crews loaded the barge during low 
tide periods and then transited to the restorations sites 
to place rock during high tide periods. A total of 3,300 
tonnes of rock and 180 cubic meters of recycled oyster 
shell were deployed over 75 days of construction. 

Figure 10. Karuah barge loading site using hopper and bucket to 
transfer rock to the barge 

Figure 12. Oyster reef bases immediately post construction at the 
Myall site 

Construction started in early January 2019, which 
aligns with the documented peak recruitment period 
for Sydney rock oysters in the Port and avoids the 
peak settlement period of introduced Pacifc Oysters, 
Crassostrea gigas. 

One full hectare of rock reef base layer was constructed 
which varied in thickness, creating a heterogeneous 
fnal reef height (Figures 12, 13, 15, 16). Reef bases 
were constructed within the known oyster settlement 
and recruitment elevation “band” of the Port 
Stephens estuary which our surveys indicated to be 
approximately 80 cm in width beginning at -0.3 and 
extending up to 0.5 Australian Height Datum (AHD). 
No specifc shape of reef was designed however the 
construction goal was to ensure a high degree of edge 
habitat to support greater biodiversity of the new 
reef. This was achieved through the formation by a 
mosaic of reef bases of irregular shapes. Both the Myall 
River and Karuah River sites had several reef bases 
constructed to create a large patchwork reef. 

A video showing the construction efort is available on 
the Department’s social media page: facebook.com/ 
NSWDPIFisheries/posts/1340264936170197 

Figure 11. Myall loading site using ramps for direct rock transfer to 
barge using positrack loader 

Figure 13. Karuah Site, red areas indicate reef bases constructed with  
this project, linear rows are oyster-encrusted legacy aquaculture  
infrastructure 

Figure 14. Reef construction from barge 

Figure 15. Final reef layout, Karuah River site in the Western Basin 
(red areas denote reef base constructed with this project) 

Figure 16. Final reef layout at the Myall River site, Eastern Basin 

This spread: All SRR images Kirk Dahle 
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3.6 Communications and Engagement 
Community engagement was an important component 
of the Port Stephens Pilot project. Once the potential 
project locations had been identifed and the general 
approach for reef construction had been determined, 
NSW DPI Fisheries hosted a community information 
session to inform local groups of the upcoming 
project. This provided a pathway to receive feedback 
on the proposal and allow concerns to be raised and 
addressed. This activity ultimately ensured all works 
were supported by the local Port Stephens community. 

Representatives from TfNSW, Traditional Owners, local 
Councils, Aquaculture Industry, recreational fshers, 
commercial fshers, local action/community interest 
groups, historical societies, tourism operators, and 
sailing and boating groups attended the information 

session. Records of this meeting as well as feedback 
from participants was included in the NSW DPIE Crown 
Lands license application and satisfed the licensing 
requirements for evidence of consultation and 
management of any community concerns. 

Once on ground works commenced, NSW DPI Fisheries  
captured extensive photos, time lapse imagery, and  
video footage of the work in progress. Multiple media  
releases were also produced to inform the public of  
project achievements and outcomes. A project video  
was produced and released on the Department’s  
social media (facebook.com/NSWDPIFisheries/ 
posts/1340264936170197) and project web pages; these  
were also provided to local news networks (nbnnews.com. 
au/2020/01/22/the-unlikely-hero-on-the-myall-river/). 

Communicating the project’s progress to local stakeholders, such as via these infographic 
achievement reports, is an important ongoing part of the project. 

RESULTS STAGE 1: December 2019 December 2020 
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Port Stephens Pilot Shellfish Reef Restoration 

Delivering the first large-scale shellfish reef restoration project in NSW 
Located in two remote parts of the Port Stephens estuary on the NSW mid north coast in the 

traditional lands of the Worimi people, the pilot shellfish reef restoration project aims to restore natural 
shellfish reef habitat, enhance water quality and boost local fish numbers. 

1 ha of new INTERTIDAL SYDNEY 
ROCK OYSTER REEF created 

75 days reef 
construction 

$700,000 
for project del very 

3,300 tonnes of ROCK and 180 m3 of RECYCLED 
PORT STEPHENS OYSTER SHELL used to create reef base 

35+ STAKEHOLDERS DIRECTLY 4+ LOCAL 
and 75,000+ INDIRECTLY construction positions 

ENGAGED in the project created by the project 

www.marine.nsw.gov.au 

Comprehensive 
MONITORING 

PROGRAM developed 
and implemented 

11,,222255++ hours 
of monitoring the new reefs and 

analysing the results 

Over 50 Million baby oysters naturally 

recruited after only 9 months 

Young SYDNEY ROCK 
OYSTER SETTLEMENT 

observed within 30 days 
after deployment 

RECREATIONAL FISH SPECIES numbers 
at the new reef similar to natural reefs after 

3 months 

26.5 times MORE REEF 

at the Myall River site after 
construction 

New habitat for over 

2 Million snails and other 
invertebrates 

400,000 litres of water FILTERED PER HOUR by the new reef 

after just 5 months 

All images and circle oyster infographic: NSW DPI. All other infographics: flaticon.com 
Reference: OUT20/15752 
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CONNECTION OF  THE  
 WORIMI  PEOPLE  
Signifcantly, the new reefs have been named  
Bindayimaguba Ninang and Garuwaguba  
Ninang in Gathang (language of the Worimi  
people) by the Worimi Knowledgeholders  
Aboriginal Corporation. Translated as Pindimar’s  
(home of the black possum) oysters and Karuah’s  
(sea country) oysters respectively, the naming of  
the reefs refects the special connection of the  
Worimi people to sea country.  
Image:  Worimi saltwater songlines - the seafood in the centre of the 
painting depicts the bountiful resources available and illustrates the 
connection Worimi people have with sea country. Artist Melissa Lilly 
(Mombie), 2016. 
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3.7 Monitoring and Evaluation 
Being the frst large-scale SRR project in NSW,  
monitoring and evaluation of the Port Stephens pilot  
was based on best-practice principles. Prior to SRR works,  
an experiment was done in Port Stephens that aimed to: 

•  identify the most suitable substrate for spat 
settlement 

•  confrm if the chosen restoration sites in the western 
(Karuah) and eastern (Myall) basins were suitable 

•  determine if diferent types of oyster reef restoration 
are successful 

To test the suitability of rock and recycled oyster shells 
for SRR reef base construction, 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.3 m plots 
of clean, locally sourced Sydney rock oyster shell 
(cultch) and locally quarried rock was placed on the 
surface of the sediment at the chosen restoration sites 
at a similar tidal height to where remnant reefs occur. 
After 12 months any newly recruited oysters on the 
rock and shell were identifed and counted. Though 
small in scale this experiment provided valuable data 
that the sites were suitable for SRO restoration, and 
that rock and shell were viable reef base materials for 
establishment of new oyster reefs. 

Two types of SRO reef restoration (augmentation of  
historic rock leases and creation of new reefs on sandy  
substrata) were tested as part of the Port Stephens  
project. The general monitoring plan included replicated  
sampling for both SRR restoration approaches.  

Two separate monitoring designs were developed and  

implemented with the Port Stephens SRR project. In 
the western basin at Karuah, the experimental design 
consisted of historic rock leases that were augmented 
with rock and clean recycled oyster shell. These 
restoration sites were compared with two control sites 
which were historic rock leases that were not augmented 
with additional rock and shell. The Myall site in the east 
of the port compared the restoration site with two 
reference sites (established natural oyster reefs), and two 
control sites (sandy/muddy substrata that experiences 
similar conditions to the sites for restoration). 

The extent of existing SRO reefs (reef aerial dimension) 
was determined with drone and/or Nearmap aerial 
imagery. Existing oyster reef heights were also 
determined relative to known heights of AHD. 
Oyster reef sites were measured as at least 100 m2 of 
biogenic aggregated SRO. These SRO reefs range in 
elevation from -0.20 m to 0.62 m AHD. All sampling 
and restoration sites are intertidal, with semidiurnal 
tides ranging from -0.4 to 1.99 m AHD. Physicochemical 
variables (temperature, pH, salinity, dissolved oxygen) 
were recorded for each site, including turbidity 
(Nephelometric Turbidity Units) for Baited Remote 
Underwater Videos (BRUVs) analysis. 

Growth of individual oysters on reef bases was 
measured once a season after the rock and shell were 
deployed. To accomplish this, the number of oyster spat 
present on 30 randomly chosen rocks at the restoration 
sites was counted. Additionally, 100 randomly chosen 
oysters found growing on rocks taken from the 

restoration reef bases were measured. Presence or 
absence of invasive Pacifc oysters was also monitored 
and recorded. 

As SRR is concerned with re-establishing a habitat that 
closely resembles natural conditions in structure and 
function, it was necessary to conduct experiments 
to determine if the new reefs are starting to function 
ecologically (e.g. provide habitat for other marine species). 
To do this fsh assemblages were sampled twice each 
season at all sites. Sampling was done during slack 
high AM tides. Underwater videos were captured using 
mini-BRUVs consisting of GoPro Hero7 cameras attached 
to weighted frames (as per Harasti et al. 2014). At each 
site, three mini-BRUVs were independently deployed so 
they were at least 20 m apart. Mini-BRUVs were baited 
using three pilchards (Sardinops sagax), and footage was 
recorded for 30 minutes beginning as soon as mini BRUVs 
were deployed. Water samples for environmental DNA 
(eDNA) analysis were also collected from all sites in the 
eastern basin. 

Videos were processed with Event Measure version 5.3 
(www.seagis.com.au) and the MaxN for each species of 

change with the mfsh was calculated as per Cappo (2004). 
of oysters compri

In addition, assemblages of infauna (e.g. worms, small the new reefs. 
crustaceans) and epifauna (e.g. snails and barnacles) 
were sampled. This sampling occurred twice a season at 
the restoration, reference and control sites during low 
tide. In situ percentage cover of epifauna, including the 
percentage cover of diferent species of shellfsh, was 

determined using 25 x 25 cm quadrats. Infauna were 
sampled from soft sediments or oysters using 10 cm 
diameter cores, to a depth of 10 cm (Cole et al. 2007). 
Samples were frozen and stored for laboratory analysis. 
All fauna retained on a 500µm sieve was identifed to 
the lowest taxonomic level possible and enumerated. 
Problem species, e.g. mudworm Polydora spp. and 
cornfake worms Platyhelminthes, were also recorded. 

In addition to monitoring oysters and associated 
biodiversity pre- and post-reef construction, the 
ecological function of oyster reefs was evaluated in the 
eastern basin by measuring water fltration achieved 
by oysters in-situ. Filtration by established oyster reefs 
was compared with newly recruited oysters on rock 
at the restoration site. Filtration was measured in 60 L 
chambers which were placed over oyster reefs, rocks, 
and sand.  Water samples were collected at the start of 
the experiment and after 30 minutes, and the number 
of particles determined (Mayer-Pinto et al. 2018). This 
experiment will be repeated with time, as the oyster 
reefs become more established at the restoration site to 
determine how oyster fltration rates 

This spread: NSW DPI Fisheries are monitoring the new reef bases 
at Garuwaguba Ninang and Bindayimaguba Ninang for changes in 
biodiversity and ecological function. Background image Victoria Cole. 
Inset images Kirk Dahle (top) Charlotte Jenkins (bottom) 
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Background image: NSW DPI Fisheries deploying water fltration chambers 
to monitor ecological function of the new reef and reference oyster reefs. 
Image Victoria Cole  WE HAVE BABIES...  

 AND  THEY’RE FILTERING  WATER!  
It has been suggested that results of SRR are not visible until the short -
term (1-2 years) to mid-term (4-6 years) post on ground works. However, 
after just 9 months of substrate deployment the preliminary results are in 
and are extremely promising: 

•  we have doubled the area of existing oyster reefs 

•  more than 50 million baby oysters have naturally recruited to the new 
reef bases, largely settling on the rock 

•  these babies are already fltering >400,000L of water per hour 

•  the new reefs are also supporting habitat for as many fsh as natural 
reefs, and that will increase over time 

(V.Cole, NSW DPI, Pers comms, November 2020) 
Right: Baby oysters colonising the new reef after 9 months.  Image Victoria Cole 

Lessons Learnt from the Port Stephens Pilot 














Ensure stakeholder consultation is done well and started early. 

Do not underestimate the time required for the approvals process (budget 10-12 months). 

Conduct a thorough site assessment considering all environmental, social, economic and 
logistical factors to help save time and contribute to project success. 

An experienced, efcient contractor is key to successful project delivery. 

Conduct a substrate trial. This can give valuable insight into what will work best for shellfsh  
recruitment in your estuary. 

Document your project’s progress; capturing great photos and videos will help with project 
promotion. 

To assist vessel operators it is suggested that the reef be marked with appropriate aids to 
navigation and be included on TfNSW Boating Maps. 

Don’t forget to share your results! Great results help build support for future SRR projects. 	
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Background image: Charlotte Jenkins 
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1.0  Introduction  
Prior  to the 19th century,  oyster  reefs  were common features  of  NSW  estuarine and coastal  systems  
providing substantial  environmental  benefits.  With early  European settlement,  vast  quantities  of  oysters  and 
mussels were  harvested in an unsustainable manner  for  food and as  a source of  lime used in construction.  
By  the late 1800’s,  exacerbated by  increasing catchment  sources  of  sediment,  acidic  events  and disease,  
oyster  reefs  had all  but  disappeared in NSW.  Today,  only  a fraction of  natural  oyster  reefs  survive  (Gilby  
et.al.  2018).  
 
Recognition of  historical  loss  and rehabilitation efforts  for  natural  oyster  reefs  are a rapidly  growing priority  
across  Australia,  including in NSW.  Research continues  to demonstrate the value of  oyster  reefs  as  habitat  
structures  for  biodiversity,  water  filtration,  shoreline and seagrass  protection,  nitrogen fixation  and related 
environmental  benefits.  International  experience has  demonstrated  the considerable social  and economic  
benefits  of  restoration projects  to local  communities,  including increased employment  opportunities.   
 
Oyster  reef  restoration provides  a practical  and effective means  of  rebuilding this  lost  habitat  type and 
regaining environmental  services  while creating job and community  involvement  opportunities  (Obeirn  et.al.  
2001).  Projects  in Victoria,  South Australia and Western Australia are already  demonstrating the 
practicalities  and benefits  of  large-scale  oyster  reef  restoration activities.  This  REF  has  been prepared to 
assess  oyster  reef  restoration impacts  for  two locations  in the Port  Stephens  estuary.  This  project  represents  
the first  large scale oyster  reef  restoration project  in NSW.  

1.1  Purpose of the Report  
The purpose of  the review  of  environmental  factors  (REF)  is  to assess  the potential  environmental  impacts  of  
the project  and detail  the appropriate mitigation measures  to be implemented.  The REF  has  regard to the 
following environmental  assessment  requirements:  
•  Part  5 of  the Environmental  Planning and Assessment  Act  1979  (EP&A Act)  

•  Section 1.7,  5.5 and 5.7  of  the  EP&A Act  

•  Clause 228 of  the Environmental  Planning and Assessment  Regulation 2000  (EP&A  Regulation)  

•  Biodiversity  Conservation Act  2016  (BC  Act),  the  Fisheries  Management  Act  1994 (FM  Act)  and  the  
Australian Government’s  Environment  Protection and Biodiversity  Conservation Act  1999  (EPBC  Act)  

•  Other  relevant  Federal  and  State legislative instruments.  

The findings  of  the REF  would be considered when assessing:  
•  Whether  the project  is likely  to have a significant  impact  on the environment  and therefore the necessity  

for  an environmental  impact  statement  to be prepared and approval  to be sought  from  the Minister  for  
Planning and Environment  under  Part  5.1 of  the EP&A  Act.  

•  The significance of  any  impact  on threatened species  as  defined by  the BC  Act  and/or  FM  Act,  in  section  
1.7 of  the EP&A  Act  and therefore the requirement  for  a Species  Impact  Statement.  

The potential  for  the project  to significantly  impact  a matter  of  national  environmental  significance or  
Commonwealth land and the need to make a referral  to the Australian Government  Department  of  
Environment  and Energy  for  a decision by  the Commonwealth Minister  for  the Environment  and energy  on 
whether  assessment  and approval  is  required under  the EPBC  Act.  

For  the purposes  of  these works  NSW D PI  Fisheries  is  the proponent.  NSW  DPI  Fisheries  has  prepared the 
REF  for  submission to –  Lands  who is  the determining authority  under  Part  5 of  the Environmental  Planning 
and  Assessment  Act  1979  (EP&A Act).  
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1.2  Needs  and Alternative Options Considered  
1.2.1  Project Need  

The Marine Estate Threat  and Risk  Assessment  2017 identified water  pollution and habitat  loss  as  two high 
priority  state-wide threats  to the marine estate.  Oysters  are effective at  filtering estuarine water  and reducing 
pollutants  and NSW  has  lost  more than 99% of   its  historic  oyster  reef  habitat  through a combination of  
unsustainable fishing practices,  disease,  and catchment  alteration over  the past  200 years.  The loss  of  
oyster  reefs  and their  associated ecosystem  services  are thought  to be a significant  contributor  to reduced 
water  quality,  and diminished marine biodiversity  and resilience in the estuaries  of  NSW.  This  situation is  
poorly  recognised by  many  stakeholders  (Coen et.al.  2001).  

Oyster  reef  restoration has  been identified as  a high priority  activity  within the NSW M arine Estate 
Management  Strategy due to this  habitats  ability  to improve water  quality,  boost  biodiversity,  and increase 
fisheries  production.  Oyster  reef  restoration is  an emerging industry  in Australia that  has  not  been 
extensively  implemented in NSW  with only  small  scale on-ground works  conducted to date.  

The Marine Estate Management  Strategy  2018 (MEMS  2018)  identified 9 initiatives  that  will  be  implemented  
over  the next  10 years.  Oyster  Reef  restoration sits  within Initiative 1 of  this  strategy.  The MEMS  Initiative 1 
has  a goal  of  improving water  quality  in the NSW m arine estate.  To this  end,  oyster  reef  restoration has  been 
funded for  an  initial  two-year  pilot  project  to develop and implement  in the Port  Stephens  estuary.  

1.2.2  Objectives  

This  project  will:  

•  Establish a regulatory approvals  pathway  for  oyster  reef  restoration in NSW  

•  Implement  a pilot  restoration project  in the Port  Stephens  estuary  and monitor  its  development  

•  Progress  site identification and planning for  future oyster  reef  restoration sites  across  NSW  

•  Contribute to various  research studies  aimed at  oyster  reef  restoration evaluation  and ecological  
impacts  

•  Deliver  education and engagement  activities  related to oyster  reef  ecology  

•  Begin the process  of  restoring lost  ecosystem  function  provided by  shellfish reefs  in NSW   

These activities  are being undertaken to  initiate meaningful  oyster  reef  restoration in NSW.  If  successful,  
oyster  reef  restoration efforts  will  begin to address  historic  loss  of  oyster  reefs  and the ecosystem  services 
they  provide to the NSW  marine estate.  

1.2.3  Alternative Options Considered  

Options  considered include:  

•  Option 1:  ‘Do nothing’  –  This  option would see a continuation of  the  current  status  quo (99%  of  historic  
oyster  reef  in NSW  has  been lost  with little  to no natural  recovery).  Current  estuary  management  will  not  
see significant  oyster  reef  formation through natural  means  over  the  foreseeable short  or  long-term  
without  active  management  and restoration efforts.  

•  Option 2:  Preferred option –  The proposed project  has  been designed to initiate  pragmatic  shellfish reef  
restoration in NSW.   Significant  funding has  been allocated to this  effort  under  the NSW M EMS  2018.  
Selected sites  in Port  Stephens  have been identified for  pilot  reef  construction efforts  over  the 2019-2020 
fiscal  years.  Pre and post  monitoring and research is  being conducted with the implementation of  this  
project  to help inform  future shellfish reef  construction across  NSW  estuaries.   

  Appendices | 4 

The advantages  and disadvantages  of  each option are presented below.  

Option Advantage Disadvantage 

Option 1 – ‘Do nothing’ No cost, no risk of project failure. No improvement in shellfish reef 
habitat status in NSW marine 
estate. No improvement in current 
knowledge base for oyster reef 
restoration in NSW. Lost funding 
opportunity and negative 
reputational impact to Marine 
Estate Management Strategy. 

Option 2 – Preferred Option Development of regulatory 
approvals pathway for oyster reef 
restoration, development and trial 
of logistics for oyster reef 
construction, monitoring of reef 
function/success, progression of 
work to restore lost ecosystem 
function of oyster reefs in NSW 
marine estate. 

New restoration practice in NSW so 
best management practices must 
be developed as the project is 
implemented. Substantial research 
and restoration of OR has been 
undertaken in other parts of 
Australia and Globally, this 
knowledge will be used to tailor the 
effort to the NSW context. 

The Marine Estate Management Strategy 2018 (MEMS 2018) identified 9 initiatives that will be implemented 
over the next 10 years to safeguard and improve the NSW marine estate. Oyster Reef restoration sits within 
Initiative 1 of this strategy. This initiative has a goal of improving water quality. To this end, oyster reef 
restoration has been funded for an initial two-year pilot project to develop and implement meaningful shellfish 
reef restoration in the Port Stephens estuary. The ‘do nothing’ option is not considered suitable as there will 
be: 

• no improvement in shellfish reef habitat status in NSW, 
• no opportunity to contribute to water quality improvements, 
• no improvement in knowledge about oyster reef restoration in NSW, 
• a lost funding opportunity and 
• Negative reputational impact to Marine Estate Management Strategy 
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2.0  Project  Description  

2.1 Site Identification 

 Proponent  NSW DPI Fisheries 

 Street address / 
 Lot and DP 

  See attached maps 

 Local Government 
 Area 

  Port Stephens Council 

  Extent of works       Localised restoration of shellfish reefs near the mouth of the Myall and 
  Karuah Rivers (see attached reef location map) 

 Disturbance 
 footprint 

 < 1 hectare 

  REF study area    Port Stephens Estuary (see attached study area map) 

2.2  Description of  Works  
Cove Boatyard (60 Frederick Dr, Oyster Cove NSW 2318) will be used as the primary land base for material stockpiling 
and barge loading facilities. Oyster shell will be stored in bulk bags at this location. Rock will be transferred from 
trucks to a barge utilising an excavator and cranes available onsite. 

An additional rock stockpiling and loading site will be located on Crown Land at the remnant tea gardens ferry ramp 
on the east side of the Myall River, (Lot 1002 DP 1187432) Hawks Nest. Certified VENM rock will be stockpiled on the 
disused access track to this ramp via truck and dog from Kingfisher Avenue. When stockpiling is complete the 
barricaded access road will be reclosed and made good. Barge loading will be accessed from the water using a bobcat 
that travels with the work barge. The track and ramp at this location are paved bitumen and concrete respectively. As 
such, no soil disturbance will take place while using this loading location. 

The proposed works will have no negative impact on vegetation. 

No excavation will be undertaken in relation to this project. 

Construction works will be restricted to two reef restoration sites outlined in the project location map. Gabion sized 
rock 75 – 300mm and clean oyster shell will be placed in the intertidal zone in “beds” from 20 to 40 cm in thickness. 
Rock beds will be placed on vegetation free, packed sand substrates in depth contours from -0.4 AHD to +0.5 AHD. 
Reef tops will not exceed .5 AHD and will be fully submerged on average high tides. 

Rock will be sourced from Hunter Quarries out of the Karuah pit. Rock material from this quarry is a grey coloured 
andesite and is commonly used in marine and general construction works in the Port Stephens area. All rock used will 
be certified Virgin Excavated Native Material (VENM). 

Oyster shell is being collected from Port Stephens oyster farms as they cull and shuck at their land-based facilities. This 
recycled shell will be placed in one cubic meter “bulka” bags, allowed to dry, and then trucked for stockpiling at Cove 
Boatyard. All oyster shell utilised in this project will be sourced from the Port Stephens estuary to eliminate 
biosecurity risks for the local Oyster Industry. 

Oyster shell will be authorised for placement within NSW estuaries for habitat rehabilitation under a POEOA 
Environmental Protection License (if it is required). 
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There will be  no demolition works w ith the oyster r eef  restoration project.  

No impacts to  the  built environment will be associated with the  works.   

2.3  Construction Methodology  
Reef construction will be conducted using an 8m shallow draft barge equipped with a 15-ton long reach crane. Land 
based material handling will be completed using a 20-ton excavator, a skid steer, and commercial trucking services. 

All work will be completed during daylight hours approximately 8:30 am to 5:00 pm. 

No waste stream will be associated with these works. 

2.4  Ancillary Facilities   
Project staging will  be  conducted at  an existing construction facility, Cove Marine  Boat  Yard (60  Frederick  Dr,  Oyster  
Cove  NSW 2318).  

This  location  has  appropriate  environmental management procedures in  place for storage of clean  rock  and  shell as 
well as plant machinery  for  loading  the transport barge.   

Proposed  Date  of  Commencement  and  Duration   

December  2019  –  March 2020  

2.5  Operation and maintenance requirements  
Operational  activities  will  be minimal  for  these works.  
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3.0  Statutory and Planning Framework  
This  section provides  the statutory  and planning framework  for  the proposed works  and considers  provisions  
of  the relevant  environmental  legislation,  including,  local  environmental  plans,  State Environmental  Planning 
Policies  (SEPPs)  and NSW  and Federal  Environmental  Legislation (where applicable).  

3.1  Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979  
The REF has been prepared under Part 5 of the EP&A Act and describes the level of impact of the proposed 
work. The REF has been prepared in accordance with the EP&A Act and Clause 228 of the EP&A 
Regulation and considers whether the project would have a significant impact on the environment. 

3.2  State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure)  
2007  

The  Infrastructure  SEPP aims  to  facilitate the effective delivery  of  infrastructure across  the State,  including  
for  environmental  management  works  (see Infrastructure SEPP  Division 25,  Clause 129,  section 2,  item  d).   

Under  the Infrastructure SEPP  Part  1 Clause 5 interpretation general,  environmental  management  works  
means:  

(a)   Works  for  the purpose of  avoiding,  reducing,  minimising or  managing the environmental  effects  of  
development  (including effects  on water,  soil,  air,  biodiversity,  traffic  or  amenity),  and  

(b)   Environmental  protection works.  

Oyster  reef  restoration has  a primary  objective and expected outcome of  avoiding,  reducing and managing 
the environmental  effects  of  development  and improving biodiversity.  Oyster  reef  restoration is  also a form  of  
aquatic habitat  restoration which meets  the definition of  environmental  protection works.  

As  the proposed works  are appropriately  characterised in the Infrastructure SEPP  as  development  for  the  
purposes  of  environmental  management  works  and are to be carried out  by  /  on behalf  of  NSW D PI  
Fisheries,  it  can be assessed under  Part 5 of  the EP&A  Act.  Development  consent  under  Part  4 is  not  
required.  

The proposed works  are located on land zoned “W2,  recreational  waterways”  under  the Port  Stephens  Local  
Environmental  Plan (2013).  Within this  zone,  aquatic  habitat  restoration is  permitted without  consent.  As  
outlined,  aquatic  habitat  restoration in the form  of  oyster  reef  restoration meet  both interpretations  of  
Environmental  Management  work  under  the Infrastructure SEPP  (Part  3,  Division  25,  Clause 129,  section 2,  
item d).  

ORR  activities  proposed with this  license application will  occur  within Coastal  Management  Areas  defined 
under  the Coastal  Management  SEPP.  Specifically,  Land in proximity  to Coastal  Wetlands  (Part  2,  Division 
1,  Clause 11)  and the  Costal  Environment  Area (Part  2,  Division 3,  Clause 13).  Reef  placement  will  not  
negatively  impact  the biophysical,  hydrological  or  ecological  integrity  of  the adjacent  coastal  wetland or  
costal  environment  areas.  The proposed works  are being undertaken to investigate habitat  restoration 
methods  that  aim  to protect  and enhance  the biophysical  and ecological  function of  these zones.  The 
Infrastructure  SEPP  also prevails  over  the Coastal  Management  SEPP  for  planning path determinations.  

3.3  Other  Relevant Legislation  
Provide details of other relevant environmental legislation and any permits or licencing required to undertake 
the proposed works. Only include items that are directly relevant to the proposed works. 

Applicable legislation includes: 
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•  Fisheries Management  Act  1994  

The placement  of  rock  and  shell  below  the Highest  Astronomic  Tide (HAT)  requires  authorisation under  
Section 201 of  the FMA  in order  to carry  out  works  of  reclamation,  i.e.  any  “filling  of  water  land”.   Internal  
consultation and  authorisation will  be obtained from  DPI  Fisheries  to conduct  this  project.  As  no marine 
vegetation is  present  in the  works  locations  a Section 205 permit  to harm  marine vegetation will  not  be 
required.   
•  Marine Parks  Act  1997  

The locations  of  reef  construction are located within general  use zones  of  the Port  Stephens  Great Lakes  
Marine Park.  As  such,  DPI  Fisheries  will  obtain a Marine Parks  permit  to conduct this  habitat  restoration work  
within the PSGLMP.  
•  Crown Lands  Management  Act  2016  

Land located below H AT  within Port  Stephens  is  managed by  the NSW D epartment  of  Crown Lands.  This  
REF  has  been assembled to accompany  NSW D PI  Fisheries  application for  a Crown Lands  temporary  
license to complete the oyster  reef  restoration pilot  construction works.   
•  Native Title Act  1994  

Works  conducted on public  lands  within  NSW m ust  ensure they  comply  with Native Title legislation.  The 
proposed oyster  reef  restoration works  are being conducted in areas  that  do not  have current  native title 
claims.  Consultation with local  aboriginal  groups  has  been conducted with no objections  raised for  the 
proposed works.  
•  Protection  of  the Environment  Operations  Act  (POEO)  

The placement  of  recycled  oyster  shell  in the marine environment  is  a non-scheduled activity  under  POEO  
legislation.   As  such,  an Environmental  Protection License (EPL)  to pollute water  may  be required to 
undertake this  water  quality  improvement  project.  
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..cl _J 4.0  Stakeholder  and Community Consultation  

4.1  Infrastructure SEPP  Agency Consultation  
Complete the  table below  regarding council  and agency  consultation as  required under  the Infrastructure 
SEPP.  If  consultation is  required under  the Infrastructure SEPP,  provide details  of  when the consultation was  
carried out  and include copies  of  all  correspondence as  an Appendix  to the REF.  If  comments  from  councils  
or  agencies  have been received following the Infrastructure SEPP  consultation,  document  the  issues  raised  
and provide a  response or  identify  where  in the REF  the issues  have  been addressed.  This  can  be done in a 
table format  if  there are a large number  of  comments.  

Part  2 of  the Infrastructure SEPP  contains  provisions  for  public  authorities  to consult  with local  councils  and 
other  public  authorities  prior  to the commencement  of  certain types  of  development.  This is  detailed below:  

   Is consultation with cou ncil require d u nder cl auses 1 3-15 of th e Infrastructur e SEPP?    

    Are the proposed works likely to have a substantial impact o n th e 
 stormwater managem ent services which are provide d by co uncil?  

Yes 
 

~ 

No 
 

..cl 

   Are the proposed works likely to generate traffi c to a n ex tent tha t will  
  strain the existing road system in a local government area? 

Yes 
 

_J No 
 

..cl 

     Will the pro po s ed works involve co nne ction to a co uncil o wn ed 
   sewerage system? If so, will this conn ection have a substantial im pact 

on the capacity of t he system?  

Yes 
 

~ 

No 
 

..cl 

     Will the pro po s ed wo rks involve co nne ction to a co uncil o wn ed w a ter 
   supply system? If so, will this req uire the use of a su bstantial volume of 

 water? 

_J Yes 
 

..cl 
No 

 

    Will the pro po s ed works involve the installa tio n o f a te mporary 
  structure on, or the enclo s ing o f, a publi c pla ce w hic h is un der l oca l 

   council managemen t or co ntro l? If so , will this ca us e more tha n a 
  minor or in consequential disruption to pedestrian or vehicular flo w? 

~ 

Yes 
 

..cl 

No 
 

    Will the proposed works involve more than a minor o r inconsequential 
  excavation of a road or adjacent foo tpath for whi ch co uncil is th e r o a ds 

authority and responsible f or maintenan ce?  

~ 

Yes 
 

..cl 

No 
 

     Are the proposed works located on flood liable land? If so, will the 
   works change flooding pa tterns to mor e tha n a min or extent?  

_J Yes 
 

..cl 

No 
 

  Is there a local heritage i t em (tha t is not also a stat e heri tage i tem) or a 
    heritage conservation area in the s tudy area fo r the wo r ks? If yes , does 

     a heritage assessment indicate that the potential impacts to the 
   item/area are more than minor or in consequential?  

~ 

Yes 
 

..cl 

No 
 

    Is consultation with other agencies re quired un der clause 16 of the Infras truc ture SEP P?  

    Are the proposed works adjacent to a national park, nature reserve or 
   other area reserved un der the Na tional Parks an d Wildlife A ct 1974? 

~ 

Yes 
 

..cl 

No 
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Are the pro p o sed wo r ks a dj a cent to a declared aquatic reserve un der 
th e Fisheries Managem en t Act 19 94? 

Yes No 

Are the pro p o sed wo rks a dj a cen t to a d eclared mari ne park un de r the 
M arine P arks Act 1997? 

Co ns ul tati on w i th th e man a ger of the PSGLMP has b een under taken 
and a M a r i n e P a r ks Per mi t has bee n obtained for these works. 

Yes No 

Are the pro p o sed wo r ks a dj a cent to a declared aquatic reserve un der 
th e Mar i ne E state Manag emen t Act 20 14? 

Yes No 

Are the pro p o sed wo rks in th e Sy dney Harbo ur Fo re s hore Area as 
defined by th e Sydn ey Harbour Foreshore Authority Act 1998? 

Yes No 

D o the pr opo s ed wo r ks inv olve the installation of a fi x ed or floating 
str ucture i n o r over navigable wat ers? 

Yes No 

Are the pro p o sed wo r ks f or the purpose of residen ti al developm e nt, a n 
educa tio na l esta blishment, a heal th s erv ices facility, a correctional 
facility or gr oup home i n b ush fire pron e land? 

Yes No 

D o the propo s ed wo rks increa s e the a mo unt of a rtifi c ia l light in the 
night s ky an d that is on lan d within the dark sky re gion? 

Yes No 

4.1.1 Agency Consultation Feedback 

Provide details for any comments received in response to Infrastructure SEPP consultation. 

Authority Co m m ents received 

Marine Parks Authority Marine Parks supports the Port Stephens Pilot Oyster Reef Project as it has 
been proposed. 

4.2 Community Consultation 
If community consultation was undertaken as part of the proposed works, outline what consultation was 
undertaken and detail any issues raised and where they are address in the REF in the table below.  Include 
copies of all correspondence as an Appendix to the REF. 
NSW DPI Fisheries has undertaken targeted stakeholder engagement regarding oyster reef restoration with 
the NSW oyster industry. An online survey was conducted to asses’ oyster aquaculture industry knowledge 
and support for oyster reef works in NSW. Industry support has been widespread with few to no negative 
concerns raised. A summary document of this survey has been included in the appendices. 
Additionally, NSW DPI Fisheries hosted a stakeholder workshop for the Port Stephens Oyster Reef 
Restoration Pilot project at the Port Stephens Fisheries Institute on May 6th 2019. Attendees included 
representation from recreational fishers, local conservation groups and local councils (see attendance sign-
in sheet in appendix). Feedback from workshop attendees supported the proposed Port Stephens oyster 
reef restoration project. No objections were raised during the meeting or in follow up conversations 
afterwards. 
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 Mitigation Measure   Timing (pre-construction,  
 construction, decommissioning) 

  Rock and shell substrate will be transported to reef restoration  Construction 
   sites using a shallow draft barge. Sediment disturbance from 

   barge movements will be minimal and will be mitigated by 
 conducting barge movement works during high tide periods. 

 Rock and shell placement on intertidal substrates will be 
  conducted in a manner to minimise sediment disturbance. The  

   hard sand nature of the two locations will assist in limiting 
 sediment plume development. 

 

   Are the works located within, adjacent to or near a waterway? 

  Oyster reef restoration will be conducted below Mean High Water within 
  the Port Stephens estuary as shown in attachment 1 (site maps). 

P' Yes 
 r No 

 

 Is the location known to flood or be prone to water logging?  

   Reef construction areas are located within the intertidal range of -.5 to 
 0.5 Australian Height Datum (AHD) and become submerged daily on 

 average high tides. 

P' Yes 
 r No 

 

  Are the proposed works located within or immediately adjacent to 
     areas managed by Hunter Water Corporation or the Sydney Catchment 

 Authority? 

r Yes 
 P' No 

 

 Are the works likely to require the extraction of water from a local  
  water course (not mains)? 

r Yes 
 P' No 

 

  Oyster reefs play an important role in supporting and improving water quality by stabilising soft 
  sediments, dissipating wave energy, and supporting an increase in oyster water filtration volumes. 

   Oyster water filtration has been shown to dramatically reduce sediment, Nitrogen and Phosphorous 
    levels in estuarine waters. The driving objectives of this project are to improve water quality, 

    biodiversity and fisheries production in the Port Stephens Estuary while creating a project template 
  that can be utilized state-wide. 

 

  

 Are there any known occurrences of salinity or acid sulphate soils in 
 the study area? 

All reef locations consist of sand and fine sediment intertidal  
  substrates, no excavation will be undertaken, and substrate 

  disturbance will be negligible during reef construction. 

r, Yes 
 P' No 

 

 Does the project involve the disturbance of large areas (e.g. >2ha) for 
 earthworks or are the works likely to result in more than 2.5ha (area)  

 of exposed soil?  

  Reef construction will cover less than 3ha. 

r Yes 
 P' No 

 

   Does the site have constraints for erosion and sedimentation controls 
  such as steep gradients or narrow corridors? 

r Yes 
 P' No 

 

  Are there any sensitive receiving environments that are located in or 
nearby the likely project footprint or that would likely receive  

 stormwater discharge from the project? 

r Yes 
 P' No 

 

 Is there any evidence within or nearby the likely footprint of potential  
 contamination? 

r Yes 
 P' No 

 

Is the likely project footprint in or nearby highly sloping landform?  r Yes 
 P' No 

 

 Rock and shell substrate will be transported to reef restoration sites using a shallow draft barge. 
    Sediment disturbance from barge movements will be minimal and will be mitigated by conducting 

 barge movement works during high tide periods. Rock and shell placement on intertidal substrates  
     will be conducted in a manner to minimise sediment disturbance. The hard sand nature of the two 

   locations will assist in limiting sediment plume development.  

5.0  Environmental  Assessment  
This  section provides  a detailed description of  the potential  environmental  impacts  associated with the 
construction and operation  of  the proposed works.  All  aspects  of  the environment  potentially  impacted upon 
by  the proposed works  are considered.  Site-specific  safeguards  are provided to ameliorate the identified 
potential  impacts.  

5.1  Soils  

5.2  Waterways and Water Quality  

5.1.1  Soil Mitigation  Measures  5.2.1  Water Quality  Mitigation  Measures  
The mitigation measures for  potential  soil  impacts  to be implemented are detailed in the table below.  

The mitigation measures  for  potential  water  quality  impacts  to be implemented are detailed in the table 
below.  
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Mitigation Measure 

The goal of oyster reef restoration is improved water quality and the 
construction of these habitat is mitigation for historic loss of oyster 
reef habitat throughout the NSW estuarine environment. Land based 
storage of rock and shell will be contained and managed on a 
construction property near oyster cove. Rock stockpiles will not create 
sediment runoff plumes or alter runoff patterns of these sites. All 
barge operations and material placement will be conducted in a 
fashion that minimises or eliminates the disturbance of estuarine 
sediments during construction. 

5.3 Noise and Vibration 

Timing (pre-construction, construction, 
decommissioning) 

Construction 

Are there any potential noise receptors in th e vi cinity of the proposed 
works during construction? 

Reef constru c tio n works ar e located in area s tha t hav e no immediate 
foreshore private property ownership. The nea r est residential 
dwellings will be approxim ately 1 kilom etr e a way fro m the work sites. 
Equipment used will prod uce si milar n oise and vibr atio n levels 
compared to normal day to day boating activities. 

Rock stockp iling and barge loading at the lo ad o ut facilities will be 
condu cte d d uring normal business ho urs ( 8AM – 5PM) to reduce 
disturbances to local residents. 

Yes No 

Are there any potential noise receptors in th e vi cinity of the propo sed 
works during operation? 

There will be no noise or vibration cr eated by th e fun ctionin g oyster 
reef. 

Yes No 

Will the proposed wo rks be un dertak en o utside of s t a nda rd w orking 
hours? Stand ard working hours being: 

Mo n d a y-Frid a y: 7:00am to 6.00pm 

Sa turday: 8.0 0am to 1.00pm 

S u n d a y a nd Public Holidays: no work 

Yes No 

Is any e xplo sive blasting re quired fo r the pro posed wo rks? Yes No 

Will operatio n o f the works alter the noise enviro nment for s e ns it ive 
receivers? 

Yes No 

Will the works result i n vibration bei ng experience d by a ny s urrou nding 
properties or infrastructur e ( during ei ther construction or operation)? 

Yes No 

5.3.1 Noise and Vibration Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures for potential water quality impacts to be implemented are detailed in the table 
below. 

Mitigation Measure Timing (pre-construction, construction, 
decommissioning) 

A ll works will be undertaken during standard 
construction hours, being Monday to Friday 7am to 
6pm and Saturday 8am to 1pm 

Construction 

C o n sult with neighbouring industrial landhold ers t o 
notify them of the proposed works and to org an ise 
any access requ irements 

Pre-construction, Construction 

A ll works will be undertaken in acc ordance with 
c o n struction noise guidelin es. 

Construction 

Machinery used in construction will be maintained 
to appropriate operating standards. 

Construction 

K eep truck drivers inf o rmed of d esign a t ed veh icle 
routes, parking locations, acceptable delivery hours 
or othe r rele van t practices (for example, minimising 
the use of engine brakes, and no extended periods 
of engine i d l ing) 

Construction 

A void th e use of rad ios or stereos outdoors where 
neighbours can be affected. 

Construction 

R egularly train workers and contractors (such as at 
toolbox talks) to use eq u ip ment in ways t o minimise 
noise. 

Pre-construction, Construction 

5.4 Air quality 

Are the pro po s ed wo r ks li kely to result in large areas (>2ha) of exposed 
so ils? 

Yes No 

Will th ere be any dust sens itive re ceivers located within the vicini t y of 
the pro p osed works duri ng the constr uction period? 

Yes No 

Is there likel y to be an emi ssion to air during construction? 

D iesel plant equipm ent wil l be used to lo ad ro ck an d s hell ma t erial s 
o nto the con s tructio n bar ge. The barge operates with a mari ne di esel 
en gi n e w h i ch will b e use d f or propulsion and to operate hy draulics for 
an on-bo a r d crane. Plant equipm ent wil l be limi ted to one excavator, 
o ne s kid-steer and one con structio n barge. 

Yes No 
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5.4.1 Air Quality Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures for potential air quality impacts to be implemented are detailed in the table below. 

Mitigation Measure M itigation t iming 

(pre-construction, construction, decommissioning) 

Emissions to A ir 

Position stockpiling areas away from drainage lin es. Construction 

Inspect plant and equipment prior to 
commencement of works on site. 

Pre-construction , Con struction 

Conduct routine servicing and maintenance, and 
subsequent inspections to ensure that equipment 
continues to operate efficiently. 

Pre-construction , Con struction 

5.5 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
The Aboriginal Heritage Information Managements System (AHIMS) search should be undertaken for any 
proposed works where there is a likelihood of Aboriginal objects/sites being located. Attach the search as an 
appendix. If any items of Aboriginal significance are located within the study area, an Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage Assessment may be required. Aboriginal Assessments need to be completed in accordance with 
the Due Diligence Code of Practice for the Protection of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

Has a basic online AHIMS search be en completed? 

The AHIM S s earch res ults a re a tta c hed a s appen d i ce s . 
Yes No 

Would t he w orks involve dis turban ce i n any area th a t ha s no t been 
subject to previo us gro und dis t urba nc e s ? 

Placemen t of rock an d shell will ca us e mino r sedim ent dis turba nce to 
areas where r eefs are cons tructed. It is l ikely that the se areas have 
been disturb ed previously during com mercia l o yste r harv est/farming 
activities but given the tra nsient nature of sediment within the es tuary 
this cannot b e co nfirmed. 

Yes No 

Is there po tential fo r the pro posed works to impact on any it ems o f 
Aboriginal h e ritage? 

Yes No 

Appendices | 16 

Would t he w orks inv olv e t he r e mov a l of matur e native trees? Yes No 

W ould t h e w orks impact o n any feature s that may i ndicate pote nt ial 
archa eo logical remains? 

Yes No 

5.5.1 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures for potential Aboriginal Cultural Heritage to be implemented are detailed in the table 
below. 

Mitigation Measure Timing (pre-construction, construction, 
decommissioning) 

A ll p erso n s working on site that are involved in 
ground disturbing works should be made aware that 
it is an offence under Section 86 of the National 
Park s and W ildlife Act 197 5 to h arm or d esecrate a n 
Ab origin al object u n less that harm or desecration is 
the sub ject of an approved Aboriginal Heritage 
Imp act Permit ( AHIP). 

Pre- Construction 

In the unlikely event that an Aboriginal object is 
identified whilst carrying out works within the study 
are a , all activities in th e immediate vic in ity o f the 
identified Aboriginal object should cease and a 
suitably qualified archaeologist should be contacted 
to c onfirm the validity of the object. Should the 
object be confirmed to be of Aboriginal cultural 
origin, the landholder/contractor must notify OEH 
and may n eed to apply for an AHIP prior t o the 
recommencement of further ground disturbance 
wo rk s in proximity to the object. 

Construction 

5.6 Non-Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Hav e online her itage database searches been completed? 

Reef co ns tru c tio n locations consist of bare tidal sedim ents an d have no 
archa eo l ogical f eatu r es present. Onli ne data base s e arches ret urned no 
heritage resu lts for propo s ed wo rk s ites. 

Yes No 

Are ther e a ny items of non-Aboriginal h eritage or heritage 
conservation area s located within the vicinity of the proposed works? 

Yes No 

Are ther e a ny items of potential non-Aboriginal heritage signifi can ce 
w ithin the v i c inity of the works? 

Yes No 

Appendices | 17 
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Are works likely to occur in or near features that indicate potential 
archaeological remains? 

Yes No 

Several shipwrecks are present to the west of the Myall River ORR location. Barge access pathways have been 
identified to avoid these features. All reef construction will occur more than 200 meters away from these 
shipwrecks to avoid any potential impacts to these remains. 

5.6.1 Non-Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures for potential Non-Aboriginal Heritage impacts to be implemented are detailed in the 
table below. 

Mitigation Measure Timing (pre-construction, construction, 
decommissioning) 

If during the proposed works previously unknown historical 
archaeological material or heritage items are discovered, all work 
in the area of the item(s) shall cease immediately. The Project 
Manager will engage the Heritage Division, OEH and a qualified 
heritage consultant, in accordance with Section 146 of the 
Heritage Act, to determine an appropriate course of action prior 
to the recommencement of work in the area of the item. 

Pre-construction, construction 

5.7 Biodiversity 

Have relevant database searches been carried out? 

DECCW Wildlife Atlas and Commonwealth EPBC Database searches 
have been conducted for both reef restoration areas and search results 
have been included as appendices. 

Yes No 

Did the database searches identify any endangered ecological 
communities, threatened flora and/or threatened or protected fauna 
within the vicinity of the proposed works? 

Please see species and their legal status listed in Appendix. 

Oyster reef restoration will alter a small amount of soft intertidal 
sediment habitat which may be utilized by several listed species as 
foraging habitat. There is a large amount of this habitat type available 
in the Port Stephens estuary making the disturbance of these works 
negligible for any listed species. Further, oyster reef habitat was once 
much more common in Port Stephens (and all NSW estuaries). 
Restoration of this habitat type may provide positive impacts for some 
listed species that could benefit from the increase productivity and 
biodiversity oyster reefs provide. 

Yes No 

Will the proposed works require the removal of any other vegetation? Yes No 

Will the proposed works affect any tree hollows or hollow logs? Yes No 

Are there any known areas of critical habitat, SEPP 14 wetland area or 
SEPP 26 littoral rainforest area within the vicinity of the proposed 
works? 

Yes No 

Will the proposed works provide any additional barriers to the 
movement of wildlife? 

Yes No 

Will the proposed works disturb any natural waterways or aquatic 
habitat? 

The proposed works are designed to improve aquatic habitat and 
biodiversity. Oyster reef habitat was once common in both locations 
but was lost due to anthropogenic disturbance in the last century. 

Yes No 

Will the proposed works disturb any crevices or other locations (such 
as on bridges and culverts) for potential bat habitat? 

Yes No 

Will there be impact on any vegetation or land that is part of an offset 
or is protected under a condition of approval from a previous project? 

Yes No 

Do the proposed works involve pruning, trimming or removal of any 
tree/s? 

Yes No 

Do the trees form part of a streetscape, an avenue or roadside 
planting? 

Yes No 

Have the trees been planted by a community group, landcare group or 
by council or is the tree a memorial or part of a memorial group e.g.. 
has a plaque? 

Yes No 

Do the trees form part of a heritage listing or have other heritage 
value? 

Yes No 

The objective of this project is to improve aquatic biodiversity and water quality. 

5.7.1 Biodiversity Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures for potential biodiversity impacts to be implemented are detailed in the table below. 

Mitigation Measure Mitigation timing 

(pre-construction, construction, 
decommissioning) 

Ensure that machinery is free of weed material before entering 
and exiting the study area to avoid the introduction or spread of 
weed species. 

Construction 

Noxious weeds (as listed for the [applicable LGA]) should be 
removed and disposed of at an appropriate waste facility. 

Construction 
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.cl ~ 

.cl _J 

.cl _J 

.cl _J 

_J .cl 

.cl _J 

.cl _J 

.cl _J 

.cl _J Mitigation Measure Mitigation timing 

(p re-construction, construction, 
decommissioning) 

Erosion and sediment control measures should be implemented 
around the works area and any associated stockpiles to avoid 
impacts to waterways via stormwater runoff. 

Pre-Construction , Con struction 

If unexpected threatened fauna or flora species are discovered, 
stop works immediately and contact the Project Manag er. 

Construction 

5.8 Traffic and Transport 

Are the pro po sed wo rks likely to res ult in detours or disruptions to 
traffic flow (vehicu lar, cycl e and ped estrian) or acces s during 
construc tio n? 

If yes, provid e de tails of pro posed changes and duratio n. Atta ch a 
plan/figure if relevant. Dis c us s the nature and ex tent of potenti a l 
impacts as a r esult of the project. 

Yes No 

Are the pro po sed wo rks likely to res ult in detours or disruptions to 
traffic flow (vehicular, cycl e and ped estrian) or acces s during 
operation? 

If yes, pro vid e de tails of pro posed cha nges and duratio n. Atta ch a 
plan/figure if relevant. Dis c us s the nature and ex tent of potenti a l 
impacts as a r esult of the project. 

Yes No 

Are the proposed works likely to affect any o ther tra ns port no des o r 
transport infr astructur e ( e. g. b us stops, bus routes) in the s urround ing 
area? Or resu lt in de tours or disruptio ns to traffic flo w ( vehicular, cycle 
and pe destrian) or access during o peratio n? 

Yes No 

5.9 Socio-economic 

 Are the proposed works likely to impact on local business?  

 If yes, provide details. Discuss the nature and extent of poten
 impacts as a result of the project.  

Oyster reef restoration is likely to improve commercial and 
recreational fishing opportunities. Local businesses are likely 
from these opportunities.  

tial  

  to benefit 

.cl 

Yes 
 

_J No 
 

Are the pro po s ed wo rks likely to req uir e any property acquisition? Yes No 

Are the pro po s ed wo r ks li kely to alter a ny access for properties (either 
tempo rarily o r permanentl y)? 

Yes No 

Are the pro po s ed wo r ks li kely to alter a ny on-street parking 
arrangemen t s (either tempo ra rily or pe rma nently) ? 

Yes No 

Are th e prop osed works li kely to cha nge pedestrian mo vemen ts or 
pedestria n a c ces s (ei ther t empo r a r ily or permanently)? 

Yes No 

Are the pro po s ed wo r ks li kely to impact on any item s or places of 
so cial value to the commu nity (either te mporarily or permanently) ? 

If yes, provide details. This might i ncl ude parks, co mmuni ty centr es, 
places of pub lic worship, recreational fa cilities and the like . D is cuss the 
natur e a nd e xten t of p otential i mpacts as a result of the pro ject . 

Fishing a nd b oating opportunities will b e impacted in the im media te 
lo cati on of oy ster reef cons truction duri ng the co nstr uction period 
(appro ximate l y 1.5 months per location). Due to t he g enera lly s ha llo w 
natur e of th e co n s tructi on areas, boating traffic is un common directly 
o ver these ar eas. 

Co ns ultation w ith local RM S officers has been und ertaken and an 
agreement to passiv ely mo nitor boatin g traffic in these locations p ost 
constr uc tio n h a s been de ci ded upo n. If i t is d eter mined that 
navigatio nal aids are warranted RM S has agreed to underta ke this step 
at th a t t ime. 

Yes No 

Are the pro po s ed wo r ks li kely to redu ce or change visibility o f an y 
busines s es, farms, tourist attractions or the like (either temporarily o r 
per ma n e n tly ) ? 

Yes No 

5.10  Visual Amenity   

 Are the proposed works near an important physical or cultural element 
  or landscape? (Heritage items and areas, distinctive or historic built 

 form, National Parks, conservation areas, scenic highways etc.)? 

If yes provide details and include photos/figure where possible. Discuss  
  the nature and extent of potential impacts as a result of the project.  

   Oyster reefs will be visible during low tide periods and will form part of 
  the historic natural environmental landscape that was lost from Port 

 Stephens over the last century.  

 

.cl 

Yes 
 

_J No 
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.cl I w 

.cl _J 

.cl w 

.cl w 

.cl _J 

.cl w Would t he pr opo sed wo rks obstruct or intrude u pon the cha r a c ter or 
views of a valued la ndscape or urban area? For exam ple, locally 
significant to pography, a rural landscape or a park, a river, lake or the 
ocean or a hi storic or disti nctive to wns cape o r la ndmark? 

If yes pro vide details a nd i nclu de pho to s/ figures where po s s i bl e. 
Discuss the nature and e xtent of po tential impacts as a result o f th e 
pro ject. 

Yes No 

Would t he pr oject require the remov a l of ma ture trees o r sta nds of 
vegetation, either native or introduce d? 

If yes provide details, refer to Biodiversi ty sec tio n.  D iscuss the nature 
and e xten t of po tentia l i mpacts as a result of the pro ject. 

Yes No 

If involving lig hting, would the project create u nwanted lig ht spilla ge 
on residen tial properties at night (in con structio n or operatio n) ? 

If yes pro vide details. Discuss the na ture and e xten t of po tentia l 
impacts as a r esult o f the pro ject. 

Yes No 

Would any new structures or features constructed result in over 
shadowing to adjoining pr operties o r ar eas? 

If yes pro vide details incl uding s ha do w diagrams a nd incl ude deta ils of 
the land use of the areas being affec ted ( e.g. reside ntial, park, 
industrial). Discuss the nature and ex tent o f poten ti a l impa cts as a 
result of the pr oject. 

Yes No 

Detail any ot her landscape character and visual a menity is s ues or impa cts of the works in 
construction and operatio n. 

Visual Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures for potential visual amenity impacts to be implemented are detailed in the table 
below. 

Mitigation Measure Timing (pre-construction, 
construction, decommissioning) 

The work site inc luding the sit e compound will be kept in an orderly 
state throughout the period of proposed works. 

Construction 

The work site and any adjacent areas will be cleared of all materials 
and refuse on completion of the proposed works. 

Construction 

5.11 Waste 

Are the proposed works likely to generate waste ma teria l 
(contaminate d and /or non -contami nated mat erial)? 

Yes No 

If yes, in clude estima ted quantities, waste streams, l ocation of dis posal 
and pl a n of management for waste material. Discuss the nat ure and 
exte nt of po t enti al i mpact s as a result of the project. 

Are th e prop osed works li kely to requir e an environ mental prote ction 
licence from Office of Envi ronment and Heritage? 

As described in Sched ule 1 of the Protection of the En v ironm ent 
Operations Act 1 99 7. If yes, provide details. 

Yes No 

Detail any o t her waste issues or impacts of the works in constructio n and op er atio n. 
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6.0  Consideration of  State and Commonwealth 
Environmental  Factors  

This  section includes  the factors  specified in clause 228(2)  of  the Environmental  Planning and Assessment  
Regulation 2000  and the matters  of  national  environmental  significance under  the Federal  Environment  
Protection and Biodiversity  Conservation Act  1999.    

6.1  Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 
2000 checklist  

 Environmental Factor  Impacts   Addressed in the REF 

 (a) Any environmental impact on a 
 community? 

   For each of the impacts, indicate 
 whether it is positive or negative, 

  short term or long term 

 Positive, long-term. 

  Refer to the relevant 
  section of the REF where 

 this factor is addressed 

 5.9 

   (b) Any transformation of a locality?  Positive, long term restoration of lost 
  natural habitat type. 

 1.0, 1.2.1, 1.2.2 

   (c) Any environmental impact on the 
   ecosystems of a locality? 

   Positive, short and long-term.  1.2.1, 1.2.2 

   (d) Any reduction of the aesthetic, 
  recreational, scientific or other 
   environmental quality or value of a 

 locality? 

  Positive impacts for research and  
 environmental quality over the short 

 and long-term. 

 

  2.0 - 2.6, 5.1 

    (e) Any effect on a locality, place or 
  building having aesthetic, 

anthropological, archaeological,  
 architectural, cultural, historical,  

  scientific or social significance or other 
  special value for present generations? 

    Nil. 

 

 1.2.1, 5.1 

    (f) Any impact on habitat of any 
   protected fauna (within the mean

 the National Parks and Wildlife A
 1974)? 

 ing of 
 ct 

 Positive, long-term. 

 

 5.7 

   (g) Any endangering of any species of 
   animal, plant or other form of life, 

    whether living on land, in water or in the 
 air? 

Positive impacts for biodiversity long  
 term. 

 

 5.7 

 (h) Any long-term effects on the 
 environment? 

 Positive long-term improvement for 
 environment. 

 1.2.1 

 

Environmental Factor Impacts Addressed in the REF 

(i) Any degradation of the quality of the 
environment? 

Positive, long-term. 

This project aims to improve the 
quality of the environment. Small 
sediment disturbances may occur 
during construction but will be offset 
by the stabilizing nature of oyster 
reefs. 

1.2.1 

(j) Any risk to the safety of the 
environment? 

Positive, long-term. 

Oyster reef habitat provided 
increased environmental safety and 
resilience. 

1.2.1 

(k) Any reduction in the range of 
beneficial uses of the environment? 

There will be no reduction to the 
beneficial uses of the environment. 
Rather, there should be an increase 
in some beneficial uses including 
water quality, fishing, and visual 
amenities of clearer water. 

1.2.1 

(l) Any pollution of the environment? NIL, minor diesel exhaust created 
during construction and small 
temporary sediment disturbances. 

5.4.1 

(m) Any environmental problems 
associated with the disposal of waste? 

Nil 

(n) Any increased demands on resources, 
natural or otherwise which are, or are 
likely to become, in short supply? 

Nil 

(o) Any cumulative environmental effect 
with other existing or likely future 
activities? 

Positive, long-term cumulative 
effects of sediment stabilization, 
nutrient reduction, wave energy 
dissipation, and increased 
biodiversity. 

1.2.1, 1.2.2 
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6.2  Matters of National Environmental Significance 
checklist  
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State  whether  the project  is  likely  to have an impact  on Matters  of  National  Environmental  Significance.  If  
yes,  describe  the extent  of  the impact.  If  impacts  are likely,  refer  to the relevant  section of the REF  where it  is  
addressed.  Include a record of  the database search as  an appendix.  

   Matter of National Environmental Significance  Impact 

 a       Will the project impact on a World Heritage property?  N/A 

 b      Will the project impact on a National Heritage place?  N/A 



      

   Matter of National Environmental Significance   Impact 

 c          Will the project impact on a wetland of international importance?  Nil 

 d          Will the project impact on a listed threatened species or communities?  Nil 

 e       Will the project impacts on listed migratory species?  Nil 

 f         Will the project impact on Commonwealth marine areas?  Nil 

 g           Will the project impact on the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park?  Nil 

 h           Does the project involve a nuclear action (including uranium mining)?  Nil 

 I          Additionally, any impact (direct or indirect) on a water resource, in relation to 
        coal seam gas development and large coal mining development  

 Nil 

 

6.3  Neutral or  Beneficial  Effect  Assessment   

 Factor  Impact 

    Are there any identifiable         Major potential pollutants are sediments (fine and coarse), nitrogen, 
    potential impacts on water         phosphorus, pathogens, hazardous chemicals and contaminants such as 

 quality?   oil/fuel. 

   Minor sediment disturbance is           Sediment disturbance at works sites will be minimal and contained in the 
 possible during reef       immediate vicinity of the reef footprint. 

 construction.   
              It is important to identify any possible impacts, not go straight to a conclusion 

   What pollutants are likely?          that there won’t be any impacts because they will be contained by 

  Plant equipment exhaust   appropriate safeguards. 

     (diesel). Possible fuel or oil        Plant equipment used for reef building will produce exhaust that may have 
 spills.          temporary minor impacts to air quality. Potential fuel/oil spills are also 

        possible. Equipment will be inspected and maintained daily and spill kits will  

 
      be maintained as per best management practices (Landcom 2004).  

     For each pollutant, list the         These are the safeguards, or water quality protection measures, that need to 
  safeguards needed to prevent           be in place during the construction and operational stages of the project. 

    or mitigate potential impacts 
  on water quality   A.      Sediment disturbance will be minimised by working during high tide 

 times.  
 A.   Sediment plumes  B.         Stockpiles will be placed in areas away from waterways and natural 
 B.  Material Storage drainage   habitat. 

 C.   Fuel/oil spills  C.         Appropriate spill kits as outlined in Landcom 2004 “the blue book”. 
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 Factor  Impact 

      Is it likely that a neutral or             When the activity has been completed, will the level of pollutants be the same 
   beneficial effect on water           as they were before work commenced (ie neutral effect?) Or lower than 

    quality will occur? Why?        before (beneficial effect?) Or worse than before (adverse effect?)  

   Oyster reef restoration is        Any sediment disturbance associated with these works will be minor and short 
  being conducted with the           term. The long-term benefits that oyster reefs provide in terms of reduced 

  explicit intention to improve        sediment disturbance and improved water quality more than compensate for 
  water quality and will have a       minor disturbances caused during construction. Net impacts of this project will  

   beneficial impact on water         be beneficial for water quality in the Port Stephens estuary. 
 quality. 

 



  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

     

 

      
    

    
     

  
    

 

       
    

    
     

  
    

 

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

   
    

     
  

     
    

 

 

   
      

   
     

   
    

    
  

 

 

 

 

7.0  Summary of   Mitigation Measures  
Summarise the mitigation measures  for  the proposed works  in the table below.  These should be duplicates  
of  mitigation measures  throughout  the REF.   

Environmental Aspect Mitigation Measure 

General Best Management Practices for stockpiling areas “Blue Book” 

Soil Rock and shell substrate will be transported to reef restoration sites using a 
shallow draft barge. Sediment disturbance from barge movements will be 
minimal and will be mitigated by conducting barge movement works during 
high tide periods. Rock and shell placement on intertidal substrates will be 
conducted in a manner to minimise sediment disturbance. The hard sand 
nature of the two locations will assist in limiting sediment plume 
development. 

Waterways and water quality Rock and shell substrate will be transported to reef restoration sites using a 
shallow draft barge. Sediment disturbance from barge movements will be 
minimal and will be mitigated by conducting barge movement works during 
high tide periods. Rock and shell placement on intertidal substrates will be 
conducted in a manner to minimise sediment disturbance. The hard sand 
nature of the two locations will assist in limiting sediment plume 
development. 

Noise and vibration Regularly check and maintain plant equipment to minimise noise and 
vibration production 

Air quality Regularly check and maintain plant equipment to minimise emissions 

Non-Aboriginal Heritage If during the course of proposed works previously unknown historical 
archaeological material or heritage items are discovered, all work in the area 
of the item(s) shall cease immediately. The Project Manager will engage the 
Heritage Division, OEH and a qualified heritage consultant, in accordance with 
Section 146 of the Heritage Act, to determine an appropriate course of action 
prior to the recommencement of work in the area of the item. 

Aboriginal Heritage In the unlikely event that an Aboriginal object is identified whilst carrying out 
works within the study area, all activities in the immediate vicinity of the 
identified Aboriginal object should cease and a suitably qualified 
archaeologist should be contacted to confirm the validity of the object. 
Should the object be confirmed to be of Aboriginal cultural origin, the 
landholder/contractor must notify OEH and may need to apply for an AHIP 
prior to the recommencement of further ground disturbance works in 
proximity to the object. 

Biodiversity N/A 
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Environmental Aspect Mitigation Measure 

Traffic and transport N/A 

Socio-economic N/A 

Landscape character and visual N/A 
amenity 

Waste N/A 

7.1  Licensing and Approvals  
Summarise any  additional  licensing and approvals  required for  the project  identified in Section  3.  

The  Infrastructure  SEPP aims  to  facilitate the effective delivery  of  infrastructure across  the State,  including  
for  oyster  reef  habitat  restoration as  environmental  management  works  (see Infrastructure SEPP  Division 25,  
Clause 129,  section 2,  item  d).  

The proposed works  are located on land zoned [W2,  recreational  waterways]  under  the [Port  Stephens]  
Local  Environmental  Plan [2013].  Within this  zone,  aquatic  habitat  restoration =  (environmental  
management)  =  (environmental  protection works)  is  permitted without  consent  (see Infrastructure SEPP Part  
3,  Division 25,  Clause 129,  section 2,  item  d).   

Under  the Infrastructure SEPP  Part  1 Clause 5 interpretation general,  environmental  management  works  
means:  

(a)   Works  for  the purpose of  avoiding,  reducing,  minimising or  managing the environmental  effects  of  
development  (including effects  on water,  soil,  air,  biodiversity,  traffic  or  amenity),  and  

(b)   Environmental  protection works.  

Oyster  reef  restoration as  proposed in the Port  Stephens  Oyster  Reef  Restoration Pilot  project  has  a primary  
objective and  expected outcome of  avoiding,  reducing and managing the environmental  effects  of  
development.  

Licensing and permitting will  be obtained under  the following legislative instruments:  

•  Fisheries  Management  Act  1994  

The placement  of  rock  and  shell  below  the Highest  Astronomic  Tide (HAT)  requires  a Section 201 - permit  to  
carry  out  works  of  reclamation, i.e.  any  “filling of  water  land”.   A  section 201 permit  will  be obtained from  DPI  
Fisheries  to conduct  this  project.  As  no marine vegetation is  present  in the works  locations  a Section 205 
permit  to harm  marine vegetation will  not  be required.   

•  Marine Parks  Act  1997  

The locations  of  reef  construction are located within general  use zones  of  the Port  Stephens  Great  Lakes  
Marine Park.  As  such,  DPI  Fisheries  will  obtain a Marine Parks  permit  to conduct  this  habitat  restoration work  
within the PSGLMP.  

•  Crown Lands  Management  Act  2016  

Land located below  HWM  within Port  Stephens  is  managed by  the NSW  Department  of  Crown Lands. This 
REF  has  been assembled to accompany  NSW D PI  Fisheries  application for  a Crown Lands  temporary  
license to complete the oyster  reef  restoration pilot  construction works.   
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•  Native  Title Act 1994  

Works  conducted  on  public land s w ithin  NSW mu st ensure  they c omply w ith  Native  Title  legislation. The 
proposed  oyster r eef restoration  works  are  being  conducted  in  areas that do  not have  current native title 
claims. Consultation  with  local  aboriginal  groups  has been conducted  with  no  objections r aised for the 
proposed  works.  
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